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Patton keeps
pushing plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Undaunted by legislative leaders' predictions that his budget plan is in trouble, Gov. Paul
Patton said today he will keep
trying to sell the public on the
idea.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards and Senate President
David Williams said today they
know of little support in the
General Assembly for Patton's
ideas for a series of tax cuts
and increases to raise $140
million a year for the General
Fund and to raise the gas tax
by 7 cents per gallon.
Richards, a Democrat, and
Williams, a Republican, said
they believe the legislature can
put together and pass a "continuation budget," which means
a spending plan with no new
money and very little in the
way of new or expanded programs.
There is some disagreement
among House leaders about
the Patton budget prospects.
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo said there are
enough votes in the House to
pass Patton's plan.
"As of yet, I know of no
support in the Senate of either
party," Patton acknowledged.
House leaders will meet with
Patton on Tuesday, giving Patton a few more days to sell
voters on his ideas and, by
extension, legislators.

McConnell
backs Bush
OWENSBORO, Ky, (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
supports George W. Bush for
the GOP presidential nomination, and suggested several
possibilities for a running mate
for the Texas governor.
McConnell mentioned three
names — Elizabeth Dole, Colin
Powell and Dick Cheney —
during a round-table discussion Wednesday with Kentucky
Wesleyan College's Pre-Law
and Political Society.
"You need someone who is
established," said McConnell,
R-Ky. "Somebody the press
already knows and doesn't have
to investigate. You don't need
a gimmick."
Democrat Geraldine Ferraro
in 1984 and Republican Dan
Quayle in 1988 were gimmick
choices for vice president
because they had no national stature, he said.
Bill Clinton's choice of Al
Gore as his running mate in
1992 was proper because Gore
had sought the presidency in
1988 and had national stature,
McConnell said.
The presidential race will
be tough, he predicted.
"Gore will be a very, very
effective candidate," McConnell
said.
He said that Bush's challenger, Arizona Sen. John
McCain, "has been advanced
by a media swoon like nobody
has ever seen."
Bush is backed by the party's
conservative wing; McCain by
its moderates.
"Voters seem remarkably
uninterested in issues this year,"
McConnell said. "They seem
to tune them out."

NA/F- A-Trair
Tonight...A 30 percent
chance of evening rain...Otherwise considerable cloudiness.
Low around 35. Wind becoming northwest around 10 mph.
Saturday.. Becoming partly
cloudy. High around 45.
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Student survey reveals surprises

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A survey of 745 sixth-, eighth-, 10thand 12th-graders in the Calloway County
school system has yielded some surprising
results regarding students' behavior and
home environments.
Assistant Superintendent Ronnie Walker,
along with Calloway County High School
Principal Randy McCallon and Calloway
County Middle School Principal Cloyd Bum-

gardner, presented the school board with
the results of the latest Communities That
Care Survey Thursday night.
"With our Title IV, each two years we're
asked to do some sort of survey to be able
to measure where we are with student
behavior," Walker said.
McCallon reported that only 54 and 49
percent of 10th- and 12th-graders, respectively, currently live in two-parent homes.
Thirty-seven and 43 percent reported living

with one parent and a combined 16 percent reported living with some "other adult."
Those numbers, though, are still somewhat better than the national average. Sixtysix and 69 percent of 10th- and 12thgraders, respectively, reported living in twoparent homes nationally, which 18 and 15
percent reported coming from one-parent families.
A combined 32 percent of With- and
12th-graders na ionally reported living with

some "other adult."
McCallon also said he was surprised at
the high number of 10th- and 12th-graders
that said they had experimented with alcohol. Seventy-two and 75 percent, respectively, reported they had used alcohol at
least once in their lifetime.
Twenty-six and 40 percent, respectively,
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Local agencies
pledge aid for
JIST program

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Staying dry was the top priority Thursday for these Murray State University students
crossing the pedestrian bridge over Chestnut Street.

Heavy rain hits area
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Kentucky State Police worked
a one-vehicle accident Thursday
afternoon that is being blamed
on rainwater pooling on Kentucky 80 near Hardin.
Jason Duncan, 20. of Hardin,
was westbound about three miles
east of the town when his truck
hydroplaned, left the road, spun
around and hit a tree, a KSP
press release said.
Duncan was treated for various injuries at the Marshall Coun-

ty Hospital and released. His passenger, Amanda Howell, 18, of
Hardin, was treated for facial
injuries'and transported to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah,
the release said.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department worked a noninjury accident Thursday night
when a van slid off Jones Sparkman Road and into a ditch.
The van was retrieved before
becoming covered with rising rainwater.
Neither the city street depart-

ment nor the county road department reported any damages from
Thursday night's storms, but both
will be taking precautions Friday to guard against flooding.
"We went out prior to the
storm and cleared out all of our
drain outlets," said Thomas ClendenZic, Murray street department
superintendent. "We're going out
again this morning to clean out
some of the creeks and ditch-

• See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County law enforcement officers are expected to join 16 other jurisdictions Friday in pledging to help broaden
a state supervision program for juvenile criminals who are on probationary status.
Members of the Murray police and Calloway County Sheriff's
departments planned to attend the afternoon news conference at the
Purchase Area Development District office in Mayfield announcing
the expanded Juvenile Intensive Supervision Team program.
Dr. .!talph E. Kelly, the commissioner of the state Department of
Juvenile Justice, was slated to attend the meeting, according to a
department press release.
The JIST program joins law enforcement with juvenile services
workers as the latter conduct curfew checks at the homes of youth
are serving supervised placement, which is the juvenile equivalent.
"All we're doing is supplying. the police officers,"" said Murray
police Chief John Knight. -It's really not going to cost us anything
because we'll use an officer that's on duty at the time."
Sheriff Stan Scott said he would probably do the same thing, but
with enough lead time, he might ask an off-duty officer to help the
juvenile services worker for an hour or so.
"It's not going to take a lot of time from us," Scott said. "Actually, it helps us. It gets these kids off the street.
"It's a good program. It should work."
Jackie Moore, a juvenile services worker in JIST's district office
in Paducah, estimated that workers would do checks once or twice a
week in Calloway County, which had 13 juveniles in the program as
of Wednesday.
In addition to allowing curfew-compliance checks, JIST allows juvenile services workers and law enforcement officers to search a juvenile offender's bedroom and certain other areas of his or her home,
said John Wyers, JIST's Purchase district supervisor.
Having a law officer along means the juvenile can be immediately arrested if drugs or weapons are found, as well as allowing for a
certain amount of protection for the juvenile services worker. Wyers
said.
The expanded JIST program, which will cover the eight-county

II See Page 2

Officials seize
Paducah plant
computer data
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Federal authorities have .seized data from 30 computers at
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant as part
of their investigation into a whistle-blower's lawsuit claiming fraud and mismanagement at the plant.
Bill Campbell, an assistant U.S. attorney
in Louisville, said officials from the U.S.
Department of Energy's office of inspector
general served an administrative subpoena
at the 'plant on Tuesday.
The officials copied information from the
computers' hard drives and took copies of
data backup tapes used by Bechtel Jacobs
Corp., a government contractor in charge of
cleaning up the plant site.
Neither Bechtel Jacobs nor U.S. Enrichment Corp., a government-chartered company that operates the uranium-enrichment
plant itself, have been accused of wrongdoing. The (Louisville) Courier-Journal reported on the computer data seizure in Thursday's editions.
Campbell is heading up a U.S. Department of Justice inquiry into whether the department should join in the federal lawsuit.
which alleges that past plant operators cheated the government out of millions of dollars in performance bonuses. He said the
seizure of computer information was part
of the investigation.
Campbell said the data may relate to several former employees of Lockheed Martin
Corp., which earlier operated the DOEowned plant under a government contract
and is one of the defendants listed in the
suit.
Union Carbide Corp., another defendant.
ran the plant from its opening in 1952 until
1984, when Lockheed Martin took over.
The suit also alleges that General Electric Corp. was responsible for some of the

II See Page 2
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City schools
set 2000-01
calendar

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
STARTING LINE...Michelle Hansen, director of Big Brothers/Big Sisters, gives a short talk about the organization's $20,000 campaign
kickoff Thursday. Dr. Roger Weis of Murray State University is the
campaign chairman.

House panel examines
state tax incentives bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Many companies have reaped enormous advantages
from state tax incentives, but employees
often don't share in the prosperity, workers' advocates told a House committee.
Too often, people toil in low-wage jobs
with few benefits, while companies receive
as much as $I million in tax breaks for
each job, they said.
They promoted a bill Thursday that wcId
attach conditions to tax breaks to ensure
that workers receive a livable wage and
health insurance. The bill was reviewed
by the House Economic Development Corn-

mittee but did not go to a vote.
"This bill is about a commitment to a
quality of life, and a belief that all Kentuckians should share in that life." said
Doug Doerrfeld, representing Kentuckians
for The Commonwealth.
The bill would require that companies
offer salaries of at least 125 percent of
the federal poverty level to be eligible for
state tax incentives. That level would equal
an hourly salary of $10.04 for a family
of four in 1999.

11 See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
City students will begin the third year
using an alternative calendar Aug. 3 and,
barring any missed days, will finish next
June I.
In between, their Spring Break will still
coincide with that of Murray State University's, but they will have three fewer days
during winter break, according to a 2000-01
calendar approved Thursday night during the
Murray school board's monthly meeting.
The winter break, slated for Dec. 20, 2000Jan. 5, 2001, will include 12 school days
off instead of 15 and is one of only two
differences in this year's and next year's calendars.
The other is a reshuffling of the spring
layoff, which is scheduled for March 12-23.
2001. The other two-week break is scheduled for Oct. 2-13.
Under the alternative calendar, one week
of the regular two-week breaks is used for
a vacation or for enrichment or remedial
work.
Last year's Spring Break was the first of
the two-week break, Superintendent W.A.
Franklin said. This year, it will be the second week because teachers felt students would
retain more if the remediation/enrichment
came first, he said.
Other scheduled days off include Sept. 9
(professional development), Nov. 7 (Election
Day), Nov. 22-24(Thanksgiving), Jan. 15, 2001
(Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day), April 1213, 2001 (Easter) and May 28, 2001 (Memorial Day).
In other matters, the board approved
Franklin's recommendation to convene the
school district's facilities plan committee in
order to amend the it.
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From Page 1
Jackson Purchase area, began in
1998 in Louisville and Paducah
based on a similar program in
Boston.
Since then, Paducah and
McCracken County officers have
recovered $10,000 worth of crack
and a half-pound of marijuana,
Wyers said
Wyers said his office has revoked
juveniles' probation in about 60
cases.
Revocation is the last and most
drastic of four "graduated sanctions" faced by juvenile offenders

II Rain

• ••

From Page 1
es."
Warren Hale, Calloway County
road supervisor, said the county
will be taking similar measures.
"We're out looking (today) for
any trouble spots," he said. "We're
looking at mostly hills and culverts where the water could gather."
Local weather watcher John Ed
Scott reported that Murray had
received approximately three inches of rain as of 8:30 this morning.
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who don't follow the terms of
their supervised placen)ent, Wyers
said.
• C.`"
Level 1 , is intensi.ve supervision, which can include drug screens
and/or increased personal and telephone checks.
Level 2 incorporates Level 1,
even more checks and requires a
juvenile to wear an ankle monitor.

The sanction level "depends on
the severity of what they've done
or how they're acting," Moore
said. "More often than not, they
start out on an ankle monitor."
But even with an ankle monitor and the voice-recognition program, a juvenile offender could
still be at home doing drugs, Wyers
said.
"It doesn't replace good case
work where we're going out (and
Level 3 terms includes wear- checking on them)," he said.
ing an ankle monitor and house
Before JIST, some probationers
arrest, Wyers said. Juveniles must used to think juvenile service workeither be at home, at school or at ers went home at 4:30 p.m., Wyers
one of a few approved locations, said.
he said.
Then, the workers started makFor juveniles in the top three ing surprise checks anywhere from
levels, JIST workers can also use 7 p.m. to about midnight, he said.
a voice-recognition program at ran"It caught a lot of people offdom times of the day while doing guard. The word got out real quicka phone check, Wyers said.
ly," Wyers said.

•Paducah ...
From Page 1
damages because it improperly
shipped contaminated products to
the plant.
The Energy Department has
asked for Bechtel Jacobs' cooperation in the federal investigation,
Campbell said. Greg Cook, a
spokesman for the company in
Paducah, said Bechtel Jacobs will
not answer reporters' questions
about the confiscation of the data.
The DOE released a memorandum to plant workers last week
acknowledging that in the past,
Jassembled weapons "minus the
nuclear package" and weapons parts
were shipped to Paducah for reclamation of precious metals, including gold and silver.
The memo says there is documentation indicating that tritium
reservoirs could have been smelted or buried on site. Traces of
tritium, a radioactive substance used
to help detonate nuclear weapons,
were found in wastewater-discharge

points at the plant in May 1990.
The levels, however, were below
federal drinking-water standards
for tritium, said Walter Perry, a
spokesman for the U.S. Department of Energy in Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Perry said the amounts ranged
from 23 to 3,800 picocuries per
liter — a measurement of radioactivity in liquid — in five of the
plant's eight outfalls where treated effluent was discharged into
ditches and creeks. A picocurie is
one trillionth of a curie, which
measures radioactivity in disintegrations per second.
The drinking-water standard for
tritium is 20,000 picocuries per liter,
he said. The outfalls are not part
of the plant's drinking-water system.
"So the highest detectable level
was less than 20 percent of the
drinking water limits established
by federal environmental regulations," Perry told The Paducah
Sun.

Survey

...

From Page 1
reported that they had indulged in
binge drinking, while 46 and 51
percent said they had used alcohol in the last 30 days.
Cigarette and smokeless tobacco use were also somewhat high,
a fact that McCallon said could
be attributed to Calloway County
being a tobacco-growing community.
Sixty-two and 69 percent of
10th- and 12th-graders, respectively,
said they had tried cigarettes during their lifetime. Thirty-five and
38 percent said they had tried
them in the last 30 days.
Thirty-one and 41 percent said
they had tried smokeless tobacco,
with 12 and 16 percent reporting
they had used it in the last 30
days.
Thirty-seven and 46 percent said
they had experimented with marijuana at least once in their lifetime, with 17 and 18 percent stating they had used the drug within the last 30 days. Nineteen and
21 percent said they used inhalants
during their lifetime.
Sixth- and eighth-graders reported 64 and 58 percent, respectively, live in two-parent families.
Thirty-one and 38 percent reported living with one parent, and a
combined 10 percent lived with
an "other adult."

A surprisingly high number of
eighth-graders reported using alcohol and cigarettes at least once in
their lives. Forty-nine percent of
eighth-graders said they had used
alcohol and 57 percent said they
had tried cigarettes.
Twenty-three percent of eighthgraders reported having used an
illicit drug at least once during
their lifetime, but Bumgardner said
many students might not have
understood the question.
"I'm not sure all our students
knew what that word (illicit)
meant," he said.
McCallon also said since many
students are now on certain types
of medication, reports of drug use
may have been exaggerated.
"We didn't describe or define
anything to the students who took
the survey," he said. "In this day
and time, a lot of our students
are on medication of some kind
and may feel a little lethargic or
hyperactive after they take the
medicine."
The survey, according to McCalIon, will hopefully encourage both
parents and students to address
some tougher issues.
"I think sometimes in Calloway
County we feel like we're in a
comfort zone because we're in
such a good community," he said.

• Calendar
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From Page 1
Franklin said the first step in
amending the four-year plan, which
ran from January 1995 to January
1999, is convening the committee. He said he hopes the group
can meet by the end of the month.
"We're going to get it rolling
pretty fast," Franklin said.
The group includes Franklin,
administrators, parents and teachers from all three schools, board
members and people from the community at large.
Franklin said the state Department of Education's Division of

Facilities Management has allowed state School Facilities Constructhe Murray district to amend its tion Commission.
plan because the district has comThe school district must match
pleted nearly all of the projects the $43,579 offer, which is earon the list.
marked for technology purposes,
Among the projects done dollar for dollar over the next
between 1995 and 1999 were the three years. That shouldn't be a
rewiring of all three schools for problem, Franklin said.
computers, adding an elevator at
"We don't get any of it if we're
the middle school and the carpet- not able to match it," he said.
ing and repainting of the high
By including and matching
school's interior.
$33,000 left over from last school
The board also heard Franklin's year and parked in an escrow
report that the district has received account, the district will have about
an offer of assistance from-the- 44-50;000 to use, Franklin said.

• Tax ...

ATTENTION: USERS OF FEN-PHEN OR REDUX
In September. 1997. Fen-Phen and Redux were pulled off the market after
they were linked to serious heart valve damage.
Since then, more than 7,000 lawsuits have been tiled against the makers of
these drugs. Some of these lawsuits have already settled.
Recent discussions regarding a "global settlement" of these claims have been
well publicized. We strongly recommend that anyone who is considering
accepting the proposed settlement first consult with an attorney who is knowledgeable about this litigation.
If you used Fen-Phen or Redux, you should know your rights. Valve
damage is a progressive disease, and often symptoms are not noticeable.
Pulmonary Hypertension is another serious condition that may be caused by the
use of these drugs.
You may need more information if you fall into one of the following groups:
• You took Fen-phen or Redux for weight loss, even if you have no adverse
symptoms:
• You are having symptoms such as shortness of breath, swelling in the legs.
chest pain or heart palpitations: or
• You had an echocardiogram and know you have valve damage or pulmonary hypertension.
If you have questions about these important health and legal issues, please
call:
CAREY & DANIS
8182 Maryland Avenue, Suite 1400
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
1-800-721-2519

From Page 1
Companies also would ha‘e to
cover at least 80 percent of an
employee's health-insurance pre-
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miums. The companies also must
liave a good record on the environment and worker safety to
receive the benefits.
Doerrfeld said $10 an hour
amounts to less than $21,000 a
year, but would be an improvement from salaries offered by some
companies that received tax breaks.
Michael Hatcher said he received
a starting salary of $6.75 an hour
at the Cagle's-Keystone Foods plant
in Clinton County. The company
received millions of dollars in tax
incentives to put the plant in southern Kentucky.
"That's not economic development," Hatcher said. "There are
people with families that can't
afford to pay their electric and
water bills."
Chris Sanders, representing the
Kentucky AFL-CIO, said the state
Economic Development Cabinet has
not considered the quality of jobs
when enticing companies to
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tucky by offering tax incentives.
"We can't allow out-of-state corporations ... to come in and colonize Kentucky," Sanders said.
Doerrfeld said some companies
have received $1 million or more
in tax credits for each job created. The bill would limit the tax
incentives to $35,000 for each fulltime job.
The committee's reaction to the
bill was mixed.
"I want to send the message
that Kentucky is no longer going
to be a giveaway state," said Rep.
Hoby Anderson, R-Flatwoods,
adding that the state, and its workers, should get something in return
for the investment.
Rep. Bo Ausmus, R-Middlesboro, said the bill promoted "corporate accountability."
But Rep. John Bowling, DDanville, said that setting wage
and insurance conditions could discourage some companies from
locating in Kentucky.
"Is that a welcoming mat?" he
asked.
Others said they wanted to hear
from the Economic Development
Cabinet. Committee Chairwoman
Ruth Ann Palumbo, D-Lexington,
said the committee would delay
action on the bill until next week
so cabinet officials could testify.
Rep. Howard Cornett, R-Whitesburg, said the bill could impede
efforts to attract jobs to the areas
that need them most.
"We'd be tickled to death to
get jobs in southeastern Kentuc14,
whatever they pay," he said.
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Walker also presented a report
to the board on the status of students' CATS testing.
While Walker said he was
pleased with the fact that all of
Calloway's schools met their baseline scores, there is still room for
improvement.
For example, Southwest Elementary School, Calloway County Middle School and Calloway
County High School all finished
below their predicted scores. There
was also a high number of students at all levels that were still
at the novice level on writing.
All in all, Walker reported that
Calloway's elementary schools finished eighth out of the region's
25 districts. The middle school
finished 12th, while the high school
finished 17th.
"Our rank in the region is something of a concern for us," Walker said. "We have more things in
common with other schools than
you would see in regions in eastern Kentucky."
In other business, Superintendent
Larry Salmon reported that one
student was recommended for alternative placement as a disciplinary
action. Two other students were suspended and one student was recommended back to school administrators for punishment.
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Judge upholds
conviction for
cursing than
STANDISH, Mich. (AP) — A
judge Thursday upheld the conviction of a man who cursed in
front of children after falling out
of a canoe, ruling that Michigan's
102-year-old anti-swearing law is
constitutional.
A district court jury last summer convicted Timothy Boomer, a
26-year-old computer programmer,
of violating the ban when he let
loose with a .stream of profanities. He was fined $75 and ordered
to work four days in a child-care
program. The sentence was deferred
while the case was appealed.
"Every noise or utterance does
not constitute protected free speech
that falls within the ... First Amendment," Arenac County Judge
Ronald Bergeron said.
Attorneys for the American Civil
Liberties Union, which is representing Boomer, said they expected to appeal the latest ruling. They
contend Boomer's freedom of
speech was violated.
"If the First Amendment means
anything, it means people may
speak their minds, even walking
down the street or canoeing up
the river," said Michael Steinberg,
legal director for the ACLU in
Michigan.
Bergeron ordered the matter
returned to district court for a
decision on whether to continue
delaying Boomer's sentence.
Boomer did not immediately
return a phone message Thursday.
He has said that his words have
been exaggerated.
A sheriff's deputy said he heard
Boomer explode in a three-minute
barrage of profanity after the mishap
on the Rifle River last August. A
woman and her two young children were nearby.

House committee gets
death penalty proposal

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

GETTING READY...Darrel Troupe of Cunningham Farms paints a protective coat on a new
truck used for hauling grain.

Employees-politics bill killed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
It is not unusual for some legbill to let state employees get more islators to promise a bill's supdeeply involved in politics has porters a favorable vote, then ask
been killed in the Senate, largely leadership to kill a bill so a vote
because most senators quietly want- is never taken.
Sen. Marshall Long, D-Sheled it shelved, President David
byville, whose district probably
Williams said.
Williams said Thursday many includes more state employees than
senators asked him to torpedo the any other, agreed that most senabill because they didn't want to tors probably wanted to avoid a
vote on it and risk offending state vote on the bill.
Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopemployee union organizers.
One of those organizers, Charles kinsville, who sponsored the bill,
Wells of the Kentucky Associa- said the measure was dead. But
tion of State Employees, said he he disagreed that most senators were
has commitments from most sen- not in favor of the idea.
Williams was the only vocal
ators to vote for the bill. "We're
opponent
of the proposal when it
going to continue to pursue the
won approval in the Senate State
issue," Wells said.
Government Committee, Pendleton said.

Man charged with sodomy
Staff-Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Hickman man has been
charged with first-degree sodomy,
a Class A felony, for allegedly getting a 5-year-old Murray girl that
he was baby-sitting to perform oral
sex- on him. Murray police charged Lawrence E. Williams, 20, with the
crime Thursday after he was arrested Wednesday on a warrant by
Hickman authorities, according to a
Murray police press release.
He remained in the Calloway
County Jail Friday morning in lieu
of a $50,000 cash bond.
The investigation stemmed from
a Feb. 10 complaint by the girl's
mother, was a friend of Williams'
relatives, said MPD Detective Sgt.
Eddie Rollins. Williams was visit-

ing family and friends Feb. 9 when
the alleged incident occurred, he
said.
In other crime reports, two men
already facing numerous burglary
charges in Calloway and Graves
counties have been charged with
similar crimes in connection with
incidents at two Cotii4 churches.
James Cory Walker of Dodd
Road and Larry Dustin Orr of
Campbell Street, both 18, have
been charged with one count each
of third-degree burglary and attempted third-degree burglary.
The charges stem from the January break-in at Owen's Chapel
Baptist Church on Airport Road, in
which a copier was taken, and an
attempted break-in at the Union
Grove Church of Christ on Poor
Farm Road.

by the sword," Pendleton said.
State employees who are covered by the merit system, essentially the state version of civil
service, may now contribute to
political candidates, post signs on
their property and display bumper
stickers. They may not take active
parts in political campaigns and
the bill, Senate Bill 96, would
have removed that prohibition.

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
generation has passed since Kentucky re-established the death penalty, and it's time legislators again
decide its fate as the ultimate punishment, Rep. Bob Heleringer said.
Heleringer on Thursday advocated repeal of capital punishment
in Kentucky, but said he was not
motivated by compassion for condemned prisoners.
"I have no sympathy for them
whatsoever," the Louisville Republican told the House Judiciary
Committee. "I shed no tears for
them."
Instead, Heleringer said he was
defending a basic religious tenet
against killing. He called the death
penalty a "barbarous form of punishment" that betrays that religious
principle.
"Capital punishment is a capitulation to the mores of the killer,"
he said. "The death penalty only
serves to perpetuate the endless
cycle of killing and violence that
is so tragically dominant in our
culture today.
"It cheapens and devalues the
life of the murdered victim on
whose behalf we seek this retribution."
The committee heard from both
sides of the issue but did not vote
on a proposal to abolish the death
penalty. Under the bill, the most
severe penalty for any crime would
be life in prison without possibility of parole.

The panel also reviewed, Nit
took no action, on another bill
that would abolish the death pen'atty for juveniles. Two of Kentucky's
39 death row inmates were convicted of murders committed while
they were juveniles.
Kentucky has executed two men
since reinstituting the death penalty. Harold McQueen was electrocuted in 1997 and Eddie Lee Harper was put to death by lethal injei:tion in 1999. Two death row inmato
are nearing- the end of their appe4...
Both bills drew opposition fr.&
a spokesman for Kentucky prosecutors on Thursday.
"We believe that there are crimes
that are so heinous that death
a deserved and appropriate punishment," said Phil Patton, president of the state Commonwealth's
Attorney's Association. "Kentucky
jurors should have the option to
fix the punishment, including death.
when they deem it appropriate."
Patton said the 39 men on death
row were responsible for the deaths
of about 70 innocent people. The
victims ranged in age from 3 to
84 and included police officers, copvenience store clerks, college students, husbands and wives.
"Opponents of the death penal:
ty, in their effort to gamer syni.
pathy for death row inmates, ror:
get about the victims," said Pat.
ton, the commonwealth's attorney
in Barren and Metcalfe countios.•

First Annual

Taste ofHome

_CEE

"He's the king and he's the
ruler. So we'll just have to live

WHEN:February 24th at 7:00 p.m.
Doors Open at 5:00 p.m. • Show at 7:00 p.m.
WHERE: Regional Special Events Center
MASTER OF CEREMONY: Bob Valentine
TICKET PRICE:$8.00 in advance $10100 at door

Lots ofgreat prizes, good ideas and broad smiles are all part of this
wonderful evening. Ofcourse the highlight of the evening is the
parade of recipes prepared on stage.
TICKETS ON SALE AT:
%IL RRA
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Local woman injured
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Calloway County woman was
injured in a two-car accident Tuesday afternoon near Benton that was
caused when one vehicle's steering
locked up.
Tammi R. Taylor, 33, of Coleman Trail, who was a passenger in
one of the vehicles, was treated at
the Marshall County Hospital and
released, a hospital spokesman
said. The extent of her injuries is
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not known.
Taylor was riding with Michael
J. Fichter, 50, of Dexter, going
north on the Purchase Parkway, according to a Marshall County Sheriffs Department press release.
Another vehicle, driven by Victor J. Litchfield, 17, of Benton,
veered into the median as he was
also northbound, then back into
Fichter's lane where it hit Fichter's
vehicle after Litchfield jerked his
wheel, the release said.
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310 south
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This Presidents' Day,
Union Planters is having
a loan sale.
To celebrate the
holiday,Union Planters Bank is
doing the

unthinkable. We're opening

our doors for a very special one-clay-only

loan sale in our
Ballard, Butler,
Calloway, Graves,
Livingston, Marshall,

795°/o
...Ft
Fixed Rate
Consumer Loans

McCracken, McLean, Muhlenberg, and
Ohio county offices

we Saline yht
.
Future
Farmer.%
Of America
Atte anting
•
Agriculture
Into A
%PS% %Menai

Need to consolidate your holiday
debt? Maybe you've had your eye on a
new boat or car. Now is your chance?
This great rate is available one day
only so you must act fast! Come by any
Union Planters Bank on February 21st to
fill out an application.

Join us in celebrating National FFA Week. The Ledger 8r
Thmes will publish a special supplement on February 22.
2000, to honor the hardwork our future leaders put forth

Advertisers Contact Your Sales
Representative At 753-1916 to
Reserve Space Today!

SUNION
PLANTERS
BANK •
Important facts you should know: 7.95% Annuai Percentage Rate (APR) a available for applications received on February
21. 2000 at Union Ptanters Bonita in the Kerstucity counties
of Ballard, Butler. Calloway. Graves, Livingston. Marshall. McCracken. Mclean. Muhlenberg. and Ohio. AA eppications we
subject to approval and must meet certain minimum credit
Tuga standards to obtain the 795% APR The 795% APR is not woad,* for reel estate loans iwinv.unionplantars.00rn
°Copyright 2000 Union Planters Bank. Member FDIC
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Religion and politics

The latest dust-up involving religion and politics involves New York
City Mayor Rudy Giuliani and
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Anxious for an issue that might
get her some traction in their Senits—001.t6
ate campaign, Mrs. Clinton has
dredged up a 4-month-old Giuliani fund-raising letter in which
the mayor accuses, the former fulltime first lady of holding posi1i
tions anathema to religious peo..0044r.Lq,
ple.
aPJF4r4s.,,,„
Mrs. Clinton protests the injection of her beliefs into the campaign. •
so
.
Mrs. Clinton has, in fact, used
religion -- in her case a socially
updated brand of United MethodWELCDME 60V. PiTro N
ism -- to advance progressive social
Cr) policies.
She owns every copy of a defunct
Methodist magazine called motive
(it used a lower-case "in"), saying on several occasions how the
publication deeply influenced her
undergraduate years at Wellesley.
She has praised a 1966 motive
article by Carl Oglesby titled
"World Revolution and American
Containment' as decisive in forming her opposition to the Vietnam
War.
Newsweek described Oglesby
as a "Methodist theologian," but
his resume includes president of
pays attention. Only 10.
the radical Students for a DemoHow many of your friends would be willing to
cratic Society.
take a few minutes and dial an 800 number to let
In one magazine article he railed
their thoughts be counted as these men wrestle
against the "virulent strain" of
with this "problem"?
American imperialism enforced by
Dear Editor:
Why not. _ask some -friends- of- -fellow--einireh—
•
-bigTh-ainess an
Marines.
The question of what we can do with the Ten members to simply dial 1-800-372-7181 and tell
"What
would
be
so
obviouso.rtunandments continues on in our state legisla- the person who answers the phone how they want
ly
about
wrong
a
Vietnam
run by
lure this year.
their representative to vote?
Ho
.(or) a Cuba by
- Where do you stand on this question? Have
You'll all be surprised at how important their
Castro?" Oglesby asked in a 1966
,you informed your representatives (both from our one phone call can be in influencing how this
essay.
.town) how you, feel and how you want them to issue will be settled. This is an important decision
He said Socialist governments
:yote on this issue? If not, why not?
for our children's benefit. Please call and let your
were merely trying to "feed, clothe,
Have you felt that your opinion didn't count opinion be heard. •
house and cute their people.", .
:for much?..Wrong! Recently a...speakpLitoin_the
In Oglesby's view (and apparEFamily Foundation told us that if any congress-.
Ella Tidwell
ently Mrs _('linton's _as -well.-given
nan gets as many as (IO) contacts on an issue,
4298 U.. Hwy. 641 S.
her high praise of him), the Sovi:fie feels that this is a "hot button" issue and he
Hazel, KY 42049
et Union and all other Socialist
governments were always in the
••••••"--..

--011111110.-

FROM OUR READERS
Legislators need
voter feedback

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

,

The Paducah Sun
. The State Council on Postsecondary Education
deserves praise for setting ambitious enrollment
goals for the state's community and technical colleges. It's unfortunate, though, that these highminded education leaders seem unable to grasp
that some of their zvn policies have become obstacles to the college?' achieving those goals.
• Seeking to raise the traditionally low education
level of the state's population, the council has
mandated that community colleges and technical
- colleges increase their enrollments by 11 percent
over the next two years.
; The council's intentions certainly are commendable. If the state is to compete in the developing "knowledge economy," it must find ways to
'bring more people into the higher education system. Fewer than half of Kentucky's high school
graduates go on to college, compared with a national average of 67 percent.
Gordon Davies, the president of the Council on
:Postsecondary Education, is on target when he
declares the state must overcome this "enormous
:educational deficit."
: Of course, the problem is easy to attack rhetor:ically, but trying to solve it with state policies and
.programs is a complex and demanding task. Con:sider that, during the mid-1990s, enrollment in the
state's universities and community colleges declined.
Statewide, community college enrollment fell by
13 percent. This disturbing trend emerged before
the General Assembly "reformed" higher education, making it more costly and bureaucratic.
The 1997 reform law promised to streamline
the state's higher education system, but it created
a new and expensive bureaucracy for the community colleges and technical colleges.
In the wake of these reforms, the Council on
;Postsecondary Education shifted more of the financial burden of higher education to students.
' The council required universities to raise a third
of their total finances from students. Community
colleges and technical colleges were ordered to
raise 25 percent of their total finances from students.
This council mandate resulted in major tuition
increases at the state's institutions of higher learning. Technical colleges were especially hard-hit by
the new policy. Over the next two years. tuition
at the state's technical colleges will rise by a
'whopping 33 percent.
Community college tuition will increase by 10
percent as the council fine tunes the merged syshem.

It's impossible to square the council's avowed
determination to increase college enrollment with
its decision to raise the cost of higher education
for students.
In effect, the council is mandating higher enrollment while it's discouraging college attendance by
mandating higher costs.
The policymakers argue that the widespread
availability of student financial aid will offset the
effect of tuition increases. But financial aid isn't
available to all potential students, and some students are unable to shoulder the financial burden
of aid that comes in the form of loans.
In any event, markets are influenced by prices.
In a relatively poor state like Kentucky, the market for higher education almost certainly will be
affected by large tuition increases.
Daily News, Bowling Green
Although Gov. Paul Patton suggested the idea
of casino gambling last year, it appears Rep. Steve
Nunn, R-Glasgow, was right when he said there
was little support for bandits, one-armed or otherwise, in the legislature.
Before legislators traveled to Frankfort, Nunn
said there was so little support for the idea that
he doubted anyone would even file a bill.
So far, he's right.
Usually, legislators are commended for action.
But they get some applause for non-action in this
case. Expanded gambling would be a had bet not
only for Kentucky residents but for Kentucky.
Legislators are saying that no one is backing
— or even talking — about the governor's proposal.
"No one has spoken to me about casino gambling or video slots at the race tracks since the
session began," said Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville.
Good. Legislators should be focusing on real
issues or looking at real solutions to problems
rather than worrying about expanding gambling.
The history of states' lottery systems and other
legalized gambling is not an unqualified success,
and there are downsides to the issue - including
a higher crime rate, a higher bankruptcy rate and
more bad debts.
Gambling is an attempt to get something for
nothing, which just doesn't work — on a personal or state level.
The state should be investing in programs that
bring benefits -- not self-help groups — to its
citizens.

Legislative phone numbers
• To
• To
%305
; • To
, • To

check the status of a bill: (888) 701-1488.
leave a message for a legislator (800) 372-7181. TTY for hearing impaired: (800) 896check to legislative meeting schedulec (800) 633-9650
reach a legislator or legislative staff member: (502) 564-8100

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
right and America in the wrong.
Soviet foreign policy, wrote
Oglesby, had tolerated America's
Vietnam "outrages" and "theft" of
the Dominican Republic.
Oglesby hoped a large country
like Brazil would fall to leftists,
"who will break up foreign monopolies, raise wages, redistribute land
and trade freely with all nations."
How much of this "religious"
'worldview does Hillary still hold?
Someone should ask her.
In 1996, when Mrs. Clinton
asked delegates to the AME Zion
convention in Washington to "see
the face of Jesus in every child,"
she transposed this image into a
call for support of federal health
care and education.
"How could I deny Jesus health
care or education ... the chance
to 'live in a home that was safe?"
she asked.
The record says the adult Jesus
had no home, but why quibble
over such matters when religion
can be used to advance a political agenda and most reporters don't
care?
In one of the more blatant
attempts to link religious language
with politkar-objectives,'To
-Ter
D.C. Congressman and Baptist minister Walter Fauntroy told an "ecumenical" ,gatbering of 35 faith
groups in 1995: "I'm trying to
make sure you don't go to hell
like Ronald Reagan."
Fauntroy said Reagan's "cuts"
in Medicaid and food.stainps,(he
actually cut the rate of growth)
-earned-him- -eternal--damnation,--Mrs. Clinton spoke to the same
group and denounced the Republican Contract With America.

In a 1996 address to the United Methodist General Confettnce,
Mrs. Clinton amplified the theme
in her book, "It Takes a Village":
"As adults we have to start thinking and believing that there isn't
really any such thing as someone
else's child .... For that reason,
we cannot permit discussions of
children and families to be subverted by political or ideological
debate," which, of course, is precisely what she does.
She said, "Letting people hear
the message of the gospel as well
as the example of our works, we'll
do more to change lives than any
program that could be passed by
any legislative body."
But what is the -gospel" to
Mrs. Clinton?
And what does "works" mean
to her? Is it works by individuals or "works" performed by the
government?
If Mrs. Clinton was upset about
the politicizing of religion, she'd
be criticizing Rev. Floyd Flake, who
last Sunday endorsed Al Gore for
president from his pulpit in New
York City, -a--clear -violation-of
church-state separation and probably the IRS Code.
But don't look for the IRS to
revoke the nonprofit status of
Flake's church.
The Giuliani fund-raising letter
may stretch the truth, as most do
in order to get people to send
money, but Mrs. Clinton's objections to the 'introduction" of-religion into the campaign ignores
her own record of using religion
to advance a political agenda.

A response to industry
WASHINGTON (AP) — Judging by the response from Congress and others in Washington to
the attacks against major Internet
companies, you would think hackers had launched brazen electronic assaults against the White House,
the Senate or FBI headquarters.
Congress is pressing for dramatic
changes to broaden and toughen
federal laws against hackers.
Companies told the White House
they want relaxed antitrust laws
to share details about attacks, plus
guarantees that anything disclosed
will not become public. The FBI
wants expanded use of racketeering laws against some types of hackers.
All this in the wake of sensational offenses that for hours shut
down a handful of the biggest names
in the burgeoning technology industry: Yahoo!, eBay, Amazon and
others that help comprise what is
described as the golden goose of
the nation's booming economy.
President Clinton this week
called the attacks "an alarm" that
sounded to improve Internet security. But Congress and others in
Washington appeared to snooze
through earlier attacks — even
when the government's most powerful institutions found themselves
to be victims.
Lawmakers remained curiously
silent last spring after hackers
briefly vandalized the Web sites
for the Senate and White House,
then shut down the Internet site
for the FBI for days by overwhelming it — similar to the disruptions staged recently at corporate sites.
"With all due respect to the
government Web sites, they simply don't have the immediacy these
days of the e-commerce Web sites,"

Letter policy...
Letters must he brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040. Murray, Ky. 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mlt@murrayledger.com

AP ANALYSIS

Associated Press Writer
for $25 million for states to prosecute computer vandals.
—Companies urged the White
House this week to allow them
to share information with competitors without violating antitrust
laws.
They also asked agani-for a
new exemption to the Freedom of
Information Act so that anything
they disclose about computer crimes
will not become public; they fear
embarrassing news coverage or civil
lawsuits by customers.
—The FBI suggested expanding racketeering laws to cover
some hackers. Attorney General
Janet Reno told a Senate panel
this week the Justice Department
is putting together a complete wise
list for pursuing hackers.
"Legislation comes in trend;
and cycles like this," said Holly
Bailey of the Center for Respon;
sive Politics, which tracks special
interests. "It can be influenced by
what the (political) contributions are
from these companies.
"It kind of ebbs and flows with
the news cycle," Bailey added. "it
the hacker attacks continue to be
a big headline in Washington, then
no doubt people will try (i) push
legislation through. But if It kind
of fades to the backgroubd, thee
the future (of these proposals) is
questionable."
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TED BRIDIS
said Harris Miller, head of the
Information Technology Association of America. "People almost
expect the government to get
hacked. When you're talking about
innocent commercial enterprises
getting attacked, it just elevates
the whole issue to a much higher level."
In the wake of the recent Internet attacks:
—Sen.Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
wants it to be easier for the FBI
to trace hackers across state lines
and wants it made possible for
prosecutors to charge hackers as
young as age 15 under federal
computer-crime laws.
Schumer also would remove a
requirement to prove at least $5,000
in damages before attackers can
be prosecuted under federal law.
—Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison,
R-Texas, promised new legislation
to double the penalties for hackers to 10 years for a first offense
and 20 years for a second offense.
"I don't know the severity of
the (1999) attacks but certainly
they were short-lived and didn't
have the massive impact," she said:
—Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
would make it easier for companies to prove they suffered $5.000
in damages.
"Internet security is a job for
the private sector but with a big
assist from law enforcement,"
Leahy said.
He also renewed an earlier push
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Mrs. Imogene 4fande11

Mrs. Imogene Yandell, 82, St. Rt. 301, Hickory, died Thursday
.
Feb. 17, 2000, at 7:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she was
a member of Clarks River Baptist Church.
Her husband, Ted Yandell, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Thurman Calvin Ridings and Orbie Riley Ridings.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Yvone Lambert, Wingo; two
sons, Forrest Yandell, Bangkok, Thailand, and Paul Yandell, Nashville
,
Tenn.; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; several relatives
in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Don Gregory, the Rev. Ben Butler and the Rev. Leamon Blalock will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Micah Yandell, Greg Yandell, Jurloew Lambert,
Amos Sanchez, Steve Butler and Don Cherry. Burial will follow in
Clarks River Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).
it-

Deaths soar among
Kentucky women
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Deaths from heart disease are high
among women 35 and older in
Kentucky, where the rate is the
eighth worst in the nation.
There were 441 deaths for every
100,000 women, said the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
The CDC report, which averaged the rates for 1991-95, showed
that nationally the rate was 401
deaths.
By far, black women had the
greatest risk — 553 deaths per
100,000, higher than Kentucky's
533.
The report, presented in the
form of state maps, made no attempt
to get at the reason behind the
statistical differences. And CDC
officials talked only generally about
isolation, proximity to good health
care and access to affordable,
healthful food as among the possible explanations.
-Nationally, the death rate from
heart disease is higher among men
than women
But Michele Casper, a CDC
spokeswoman, said that the decision was made to focus on women
first because many people don't
realize heart disease causes so
many deaths among women —
373,000 a year, more than from
all forms of cancer combined.
Casper said a second report,
focusing on deaths from heart disease among men, will be issued
this spring.
After checking maps showing
Kentucky's rates, Dr. Rice Leach,
the state's public health commis-

sioner, said he was "surprised to
see they are so different" county
to county.
Maps showed the highest rates
generally clustered in the eastern
part of the state and the lowest
in the center. In western Kentucky,
the rates rose again, but not to
the levels of the east.
"I would have assumed the risks
of dying from heart disease were
pretty uniform. It raises the question of why they are not," Leach
said.
For example, he said, the number of people who smoke in central Kentucky would lead him to
suspect that the death rate from
heart disease wouldn't necessarily
be any lower there.
Leach said the state already is
embarked on a study, funded by
an $800,000 grant from the CDC,
to address why death rates differ
from region to region.
In Louisville and Jefferson County, the CDC rates were higher than
the national averages, but lower than
the state rate for women overall,
and for white women.
Among black women, however, Jefferson County's rate was
589, higher than the state rate of
533 and the national rate, 553.
Leach said many eastern 'Kentucky residents are at risk because
they smoke, eat high-fat foods,
and don't exercise.
He said the reasons aren't clear
but "it's legitimate to ask" if poverty, inability to pay for good health
care, lack of adequate health insurance, and lack of knowledge about
nutrition contribute to the high death
rates in parts of the state.

ACT practice test to be offered
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The Center for Continuing Edu- taking strategies, arid study skills.
cation at Murray State University
The seminar will be taught by
is offering a seminar to help high Sally Brannen, adjunct professor
school students prepare for the ACT. in the Depaitment of English at
The six week seminar is sched- MSU.
uled to begin Saturday from 10
The price for the seminar is
a.m. to noon, and will meet in Room $85 and includes a textbook. Reg106 of Faculty Hall.
istrations are currently being taken.
Space is limited.
The seminar is designed to give
For more information, or to regstudents an effective and afford- ister, contact the Center for Conable approach to preparing for the tinuing Education at(270)762-3662
test. Course topics include test- or 1-800-669-7654.
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An open barrel race will be
held at Murray State University's
West Kentucky Expo Center, College Farm Road in Muay Saturday.
The event is sponsored by the
Expo Center and is being held in
place of an open horse show that

was previously scheduled.
Competition starts at 1 p.m.
and will include the following classes: training barrels, training poles,
open poles and open 3D barrels.
For more information call the
Expo Center at 270-762-3125.

Willow Pond
Southern Catfish
Restaurant
lI.J

I

',NI

Aurora Location

Opening Friday • Feb. 18th
For tlw 2000 Season
• Catfish
• Steaks
• Ocean Boneless • Chicken
• Frog Legs
• Shrimp
• Stuffed Crab

• Children's Plates
• Homemade

)esserts
Seafoo
Platters
d
•

Beginning March 1st
Open 7 Days A Week
MEN

NM*

Ivan C. Schwarm

Ivan C. Schwarm, 84, Gatesborough Circle, Murray, and
Naples,
Fla., died Thursday, Feb. 17, 2000, at Naples Community
Hospital,
Naples.
A retired truck driver, he was a member of Immanuel
Lutheran
Church.
His first wife, Irene Schwarm, died in 1991. Born Feb.
11, 1916,
in Loogootee, Ill., he was the son of the late Charles
Schwarm and
Mary Frances Bledsoe Schwarm.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Thelma Jones Schwarm; one
daughter, Mrs. Faye Spann and husband, Don, Dickson, Tenn.;
three sons,
Bob Schwarm and wife, Judy, Bettendorf, Iowa, Carrol Schwarm
and
wife, Joanne, Burlington, Iowa, and Glen Schwarm and wife,
Michelle,
Kewanee, Ill.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Sally Crass and husband,
A.B.,
and one stepson, Walter Jones Jr. and wife, Ellen, all of
Murray; 11
grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; 11 great-grandchildre
n; eight
stepgreat-grandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church,
Murray. The Rev. Clarence Helmich will officiate. Burial will be
Monday in St. Peter Cemetery, St. Peter, Ill.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 3 p.m.
Saturday and after 2 p.m. Sunday at the church. Hotz-Pagel
Funeral
Home, St. Peter, Ill., will be in charge of burial services there.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 100 S. 15th St., Murray, KY 42071; or American Heart
Association, Western Region, 222 Kentucky Ave., suite 4, Paducah,
KY
42003-1548.

Willard Lindsey

Willard Lindsey, 96, Nashville, Tenn., died Wednesday, Feb. 16,
2000, at his home.
Born March 27, 1903, in Marshall County, Ky., he was the son of
the late Frank Lindsey and Lottie Lindsey. His wife, Mrs. Vinnie
Conway Lindsey, preceded him in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Novella Farmer, Mrs. Bessie
Marie Lindsey and Mrs. Mary Evelyn Lindsey, and four sons, Junior
Lindsey, Jimmy Lindsey, Harvey Joe Lindsey and John Tom Lindsey,
all of Nashville; two brothers, Erwin Lindsey, Clarksville, Tenn., and
James Lindsey and wife, Ruby, Almo; several grandchildren and several great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Ellis Funeral Home, 2627 Nolensville Rd., Nashville. Burial will follow in a
cemetery there.

February flours:
Fri.-Sat. 4-8, Sunda N 12-8
Aurora, Ky.

474-2202

Mrs. Sarah Riley
Miss Kaitlyn Lee Riley

Joint funeral services for Mrs. Sarah Riley and her niece, Miss
Kaitlyn Lee Riley, will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Morrow Funeral Chapel, LaCenter. The Rev. Harley Jones will officiate for Mrs.
Riley and the Rev. Robert McKinney for Miss Riley.
Burial for both will be in the Bethel Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Friday).
Mrs. Riley, 53, Kevil, died Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2000, at 4:19 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Her death was from injuries sustained
in a car accident.
A member of Spring Bayou Baptist Church, she was the daughter
of the late Wilson E. Rudolph and Mary Lou Summerville Rudolph.
One brother also preceded her in death.
Mrs. Riley is survived by her husband, Eddie Riley; one daughter,
Ramona Beyer, Kevil; one son, Herbert Dean Hendrickson Jr., LaCenter; two grandsons, Hunter Linn Beyer and Chase Beyer, Kevil.
Miss Riley, 18 months, Paducah, died Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2000,
at 2:44 p.m. from injuries sustained in a car accident.
Survivors include her parents, Freeland and Cindy Green Riley,
Paducah; her grandfather, L.D. Riley, LaCenter; her grandmother
and
stepgrandfather, Martha and Bob Farrar, Hazel; one sister, April Grief,
West Paducah.
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Herbert B. On
Because of incomplete information released, the name of Eddie
Holley as one of the pallbearers for Herbert B. Orr on Wednesday
was not included in the second obituary. ,
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Mrs. Florence W. Rains

Mrs. Florence W. Rains, 84, Vine Street, Murray, died Thursday
,
Feb. 17, 2000, at 5:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She and her husband, the late Charles Rains, had operated
a sign
painting service here for many years. Two infant daughters
, Patsy
Ruth Rains and Velva Jean Rains, and one brother, Ralph Williams,
also preceded her in death. Born Nov. 19, 1915, she was
the daughter of the late E.E. Williams and Gertie Stone Williams.
Mrs. Rains had been a member of First United Methodist Church,
Murray, since 1945.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Frances Walker and husband,
J.P., Murray; three sons, James Rains and wife, Nancye, Laguna
Hills,
Calif., Charles Rains, Murray, and Robert Rains and wife, Patsy,
South
Fulton, Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Romanza Weaver,
Texas; nine
grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniels will officiate.
Burial
will follow in the Goshen Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).

Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday

February 17,-20, 2000
Civic Center 8. Fairgrounds
Jackson, West Tennessee
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Menopause is the single most important factor associated with osteoporosis. Other factors that may add to the risk of osteoporosis include:
• A family history of osteoporosis
• Early menopause (before age 45)
• A previous broken bone that occurred with a minor fall
• Caucasian or Asian descent • Thin or small build
• Use of certain medications, such as steroids(commonly used to treat asthma and arthritis) and thyroid hormone (if the dose is too high)
• Smoking • Drinking too much alcohol
• Not getting a great deal of exercise • Not getting enough calcium (or didn't as a child)
Remember: Menopause is the single most important factor associated with osteoporosis. Even if none of these other factors apply
to you. you may still have or develop osteoporosis.
Check with your doctor to receive information on osteoporosis
and bone density testing

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

Pharmacist

Seeking Business Partners

'
IFZ•
IF0

RACER BASKETBALL
DOUBLE HEADER
urray State
Racers &
Lady Racers RACERS
Morehead State
& Lady Eagles
Saturday, February 19, 2000
Women's Tip-offat 2:00 p.m-./Men's Tip-off at 4:30 p.m.
at the

Regional Special Events Center

GALAXY
IN

TERNE

T

Booming Internet Income!
Profit by offering Internet Service
In your community
We will make your company or school an ISP.

Galaxy handles all equipment,customer sign-up,and billing.
You simply lend your 'brand and marketing services.

Excellent Residual Income!
Call Today!
Partner Program
317-802-3985 ext.116
http://home.galaxylnternet.net

InternetAccess
ilasteterefl
Internet Access

13.211.el

I POP littilbom
5 Mt,NOINVIff

1-888-291-6221
offer codelG1-0464-1009-0000
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

SPECIAL CEREMONY - Pictured are members of Brownie
Troop #2170 of Southwest Elementary School with their
leaders after the Investiture Ceremony.

Southwest Brownie
Troop has ceremony
Brownie Troop #2170 of Southwest Elementary School recently
held its Investiture Ceremony in
the school cafeteria after attending five Brownie meetings.
The ceremony officially welconies the girls into scouting by
presenting them with their Brownie pins.
_The Brownies invited family to
their ceremony and served refresh-

PINE RIDGE FARMS
Presents

EMU OIL
PRODUCTS
•PU RE EMU Oil_
•EMU-X PAIN RELIEF ROLL-ON
-PSORIASIS/ECZEMA CREAM
•HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
•FACIAL CREAM
& BODY LOTION
•100°. ALL NATURAL SOAP
•LIP BALM
John & Oneida
White
State Line Road E.
Hazel. KY

(270)492-8586
*
4j

100% MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!

L

SUBSCRIBE

ments of homemade brownies and
punch.
Already the Brownies have
learned the proper treatment of
the American flag; attended the
annual Sock Hop; and worked on
the "Girl Scout Ways," "Colors
and Shapes" and "Cookies Count"
badges.
•
This year the 10-member troop
sold over 1,300 boxes of cookies.
Troop members are Whitney
Gardner, Lindsey McDougal. Erin
Jones, Emily McKnight, Tamera
Turner, Heather McGinnis, Kate
Walls, Haley McCuiston, Taylor
Satterwhite and Jennifer Canter.
Janet McKnight is troop leader
with Lisa Satterwhite and Pam Canter as co-leaders. ----

BIRTHS

Mr and Mrs. Brett C. Puckett

Cremeans and Puckett
wedding vows are said
Bonnie L. Cremeans and Brett C. Puckett were married Wednesday, Dec. 15, 1999,. at noon.
The ceremony was said in a special setting at Blackbeards Castle
on Saint Thomas Island, U.S. Virgin Islands.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. John Cremeans and the late Mr.
Cremeans of Hamlin, W.Va.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy J. Puckett of Murray.
. Mr. and Mrs. Ptickett are now residing at 6427 Country Club Dr.,
Huntington, W.Va.
The new Mrs. Puckett is a graduate of Hamlin High School, Hamlin. W.Va., and is an alumnus of Marshall University. She is retail
manager of Lens Crafters in the Huntington Mall, Barbourville, W.Va.
Mr. Puckett graduated from Murray High School, received an N.D.T.
diploma from Oak Ridge Associated Universities and attended Marshall UniversityHe _graduated suma cum laude from General Motors
. Institute of Engineering and Technology with a degree in mechanical
engineering. He is specifications engineer with Huntington Alloys Special Services, Huntington, W.Va.

Katie Lane Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R. Allen
Jr. of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Katie Lane Allen, born
on Monday, Feb. 14. 2000, at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield.
The mother is the former Lisa
Nilsen.
Grandparents are Bob and Cathy
Allen of Murray, Peter Nilsen of
Guthrie, Okla., and Janice Nilsen
of Chicago, Ill.
Great-grandparents are Flora
Nilsen and Al Nilsen of Springfield. Mo., and Jerome Sherwin
and Lydia Sherwin of Lombard.

Christine Batts of Murray has won $50 cash as a result of:
her recipe being selected a regional recipe winner in the February/March issue of Country Magazine. Winner from the South- ,
ern region, she was chosen best in the region out of more than
2,000 entries.
Mrs. Batts said the recipe has been used for over 100 years
and she got the recipe from one of her landladies in 1941.
Her recipe for Old-Fashioned Chess Pie is published on page :
49 of the magazine. Just looking at the picture of the pie makes 7
me hungry.
Ingredients are 1 cup butter (no substitutes), softened, 2 cups
sugar, 6 egg yokes, 1 egg, 1/3 cup cornmeal, 1/4 cup all-purpose flour, 1/3 cup milk, 1 teaspoon vanilla extract, 1 unbaked
deep-dish pastry shell (9 inches).; topping is 2 cups sugar, divided, 2/3 cup milk, 1/2 cup butter (no substitutes).
The instructions are as follows:
In a mixing bow, cream butter and sugar. Beat in egg yolks
and egg. Add the cornmeal and flour; mix well. Beat in milk
and vanilla (do not overbeat). Pour into the pastry shell. Bake
at 325 degrees for 55-65 minutes or until the filling is almost
set. Cool, on a wire rack.
In a heavy saucepan, heat 1/2 cup sugar over low heat without stirring until partially melted, about 5 minutes. Cook and
stir with a metal spoon until syrup is completely melted and
golden, about 5 minutes. Stir in milk, butter and remaining
sugar (mixture will be lumpy). Cook over medium heat, stirring until a candy thermometer reads 234 degrees (soft-ball
stage). Remove from the heat.
Pour into a mixing bowl without stirring. Cool, without stirring, to 190 degrees. Beat on high speed until mixture turns
light brown and creamy and a candy thermometer reads 130
to 137 degrees, about 5 minutes. Immediately spread over pie.
Store in the refrigerator. Yield is 8 to 10 servings.
A note at the end says this recipe dates back many years
and has certainly stood the test of time. It's very rich, so small
servings might be in order.

Paris District of the United Methodist Women will meet Sunday for Day apart at Trinity United Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn.
A fellowship time will start at 2 p.m. and the program at 2:30
p.m. Mrs. Cynthia Hopson, wife of Paris District Supt. Roger Hopson, will be the speaker. "What Does The Lord Require of Us"
with scripture from Micah 6:6-8 will be the topic for the meeting,
according to Alice Koenecke, Murray, vice president of the Paris
UMW, who invites all UMW members in the district to attend.

Alpha Department will meet
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. for a brunch at the club house. "Getting Published" will be the theme of the program by the Rev.
Larry Daniel, published author. Gerry Reed will give the inspirational message. Hostesses will be Marlene Beach, Ruth Wright and
Claire Resig.

Special history being published
The Stewart County Historical Society is publishing a book titled
"History and Families of Stewart County, Tennessee Volume II."
This large hardbound book will contain a comprehensive history of
the county and communities (past and present) since its formation
as well as histories of old schools, churches, businesses, clubs and
organizations. Churches, schools, communities, and family histories
may be submitted with the final deadline of March 30. For more
information contact Dale Edwards Young at 1-931-232-5596 or email cougarodey@aol.com or Lawrence Saunders at 1-931-2327062. Family histories and book orders may be mailed to Stewart
County Historical Society, P.O. Box 297, Dover, TN 37058.

FIVE GENERATIONS - Mrs. Lucille Thompson, seated, holds
her great-great-grandson, Seth Anderson. Pictured in back
are Wanda Peay, daughter of Lucille and great-grandmother of Seth; Anna Johnson Kimbro, granddaughter of Lucille,
grandmother of Seth, and daughter of Wanda; and Regina
Kimbro Anderson, great-granddaughter of Lucille, mother of
Seth, granddaughter of Wanda and daughter of Anna.
••••••••••••••
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Theatres
•
•
1008 Chestnut St
•
Matinees Saturday
•
& Sunday Only
•

The Whole Nine Yards
R - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:20
Hanging Up
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:00 - 700 - 9:00

At Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Exceptional
Just oh the Purchase Parkw:w at Exit 24 • 1-it(X)-21-1099

Attend The
CCCIFINC

The biography of Franklin D. Roosevelt will be presented by
audio on Monday at 12:10 p.m. for the Literature Group in the
meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. Linda Kelly
is the discussion leader. There is no preparation, no charge and the
public is invited.

The Beach
R - 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:35

•The Next Friday
•
•
•R- 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15
•••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
•
Can 753-3314
••••••••••••••

75:
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IAAP meeting Monday
Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAP) will meet Monday at 5:15 p.m. in the Cumberland room, third floor of Murray State University Curris Center. A panel discussion on "Closing the door to Frustration - The
Key to Problem Solving" will be featured. All area office professionals are invited and encouraged to join members in attending.
For more information call Cathy Thompson CPS at 762-1680.

Lodge meeting on Monday
SCUIOCU
Thursday,
February 24th
REGIONAL SPECIAL
EVENTS CENTER

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple. Joe Lasater, master.
urges all Masons to attend.

Aglow convention planned
Kentucky's Aglow International state convention will be March
30 and April 1 at the Hurstboume Holiday Inn, Louisville. "Fire
and Glory" will be the theme with Rob Sterns of Eagles' Wings
Ministries and Joanna McFatter as guest speakers. For information
or to receive a brochure call 1-270-737-5348 or 1-270-932-7458.

Snow Day
PG. 1:25 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:25

Scream 3
R - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:40
Birthing Center
1,Vi• baby our

a

UMW Paris District to meet

Audio presentation Monday
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REUSE THE NEWS
Pier I Imports
is pleased to hail,
7bni Bennett
bride-elect of
Brian Reynolds
join our
bridal registry.

Pierlimports
Chestnut St Murray
753-1851

RECYCLE
Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!
Over 34
Yaws Ent

753-7728
KOKO
USE V

• •••
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LUNCH CRUNCH FITNESS
• 30 minute
Cardiovascular Strength Circuit
• Individual worhout - Suitable for
ALL levels of fitness
-Classes at lunch and throughout the day
• Women only hours also
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(onfuel Brenda or the front desk
for farther infOrmation
1759-96221. Call almut any of
these resolution helper programs.

808 Chestnut St. • Murray
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MURRAY STATE RACERS
VS.
RACERS
MOREHEAD STATE EAGLES
MIesan Ito im MI um vim MIam urn
Saturday, February 19
Women's Tip-off 2:00PM • Men's Tip-Off 4:30PM

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South

9th St.

753-5719
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

At Regional Special Events Center, Murray, KY
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We build strong kids,
strong families. strong

Shell

commtanitiirs.

622 South 4th
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Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

SEAFOOD

7th _07Z74
Make your retirment planning pay off
with a new Roth IRA!
Start planning for your retirement
TODAY!
For more information, call:

ir-

James D Parker
• Woodmen Bldg , 3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8546
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'The FAMILY rraterney"
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LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
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753-6656 • Chestnut St.
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For $7095
Keep for 2 days
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•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

!WSW

'Brake Service
*Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush

Locally Owned & Operated

WAL*MART'

507 S. 12th I Five Points
°ex'
L°9 Cab°
759-1529
restaurant)
759-2265

SUPERCENTER
U.S. HWY.641 NORTH
MN NM III= 1=11 EMI

NMI MN
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0
1110
Any Service.
102 South 12th St. Murray
759-3278
II CHOICE Of
TOP MECHANICS

Supporting Racer Support
Basketball
The
Murray
I
State
The 1)
Racers!
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How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell Avenue, Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

A4-
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Any Pizza, Any Size,
Any Toppings
Deep Dish Fit..
For $1099
Max 10 Topping,

We Accept Any
Competitors'Coupon
01999 Dominee Masa,In. Coupon not valid with any other
offer Offer
valid Mill mayor' ant, Valid at partkipatang stores only
Prime may
'try Customer pays sales is. where applicable Our drivers
canny less
?ban 9E0 Cash value 1120e Expiry* 2/211100

7534030
RACERS

Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:

—
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory zdec6z606
Attend the Church
of Your Choice!

•
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Thornton Tile and Marble

RENTAL-SALES
CENTER
200 East Main Street • 753-8201

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

Ii1UR
AY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray
Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

753-1489

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA 1
North 4th Street
d'sii 500270-759-0907
11 ii k

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

WOODCWFTIWS
GALLERIES
Hwy.641 North

753.-4522

Cain's

CHRYSLER.PLYMOUTH000GEJEEPaimon

4

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.• 753-6448

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -

rth

formal Wry Iabptb„ D

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdays .Anniversaries

304 Main St. i4egnsip,
116 N. Market
\turray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(2701753-1300
Book Limousine
(901)642-5300
(270) 759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
Toll Free
Your Wedding!
1-888-958-9879
1-888-367-6757

JCPenne
...tcpenney.com y

0

CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
M-S 10-9; Sun. 1-6

HOLESALE

SALON HOURS:
M-F 9-8; Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5

LECTRIC

VE

206 E. Main
753-8194

•

High Quality Lubes & Fuel
"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
grerving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

('g\

Arb

.......,)

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

KIC .

Call In Orders 753-7101

The oldest independent repair shop in Murray."

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 S. 4th St.• 7534831 • 753-3571

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH.
5 15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Sunday Masses
8 a m , 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
10:10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 900 & 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
700 p.m.
Wednesday

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
CH
am .
Sunday School
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMNLANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8.915 & 10:30 a.m.
-Sun. Schools
8.9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wed Worship
7 p.m
HAZEL BAPTIST
1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100 am.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
PRIMITIVE
LONE OAK
1st Sunday
200 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a m
Evening Worship
600 pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday
,o
School10:00 a.m .
11 a.m. & p m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m &p
Sunday School
10 a.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 arc
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p m.
Church
6:00 p m

hiEpM BAPTIST
Wa
SrAaL
Morning
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc
1Qp"

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 1000 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Worship

POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship 8.45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Street
SUPPLY

CATHOLIC

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.

I

ADVENTISTS

Worship Service
Evening Worship

11.00
11
a.m.
6:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday Sc
10 a.m .
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CREEK
sc
a.m RING
Sunday School
9:00
Worship Services
10 a m. & 7 p.m
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9 30 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a m
Worships
11 am & 6 pm .
Wednesday
7pm
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
600 pm
Wednesday Evening
700 p.m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
930 a m
Worship
10 30 am &6pm
Wednesday
7pm
FlETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
35
0a
a:m:
m
19
0:4
Sunday School
Worship Service
W
MaU
ra AR Y CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. tcil p.m.
Tuesday
6-30 p m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a m
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m

800 a.m
9:15 a.m.

METHODIST

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun, Night
600 p.m

1634 Main St., Murray
10:30 a.m.
Sunday
10:30 a.M.
Sunday School
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
12-3 p.m.
Reading Room Every Wed.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

CHURCH

or CHRIST

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Su
vianrd
ah
aiypSchool
1030 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10
7:3
40
5
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
6700 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
-CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
. NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
8:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
6
7 %pm..
Evening Worship
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Church
11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 630 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHUItCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p m
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7pm
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7- 00 p m
Worship
1030 a.m. & p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship Serv
1100-7:30 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
200 p.m
Thursday
7:00 p.m

JESUS(7HRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520S. 16th St
Sunday Priesthood
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Holy Eucharist
8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Christian Education
915
: a.m.
Wcd. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

NDENT

IN
BIBLE BELIEVERS
Worship
10:30 a.m.
WCHRISTIAN
RliSTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m
hMURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Martin Chapel Rd .
l619 M
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
16
1::°°arn
00 pm
Wednesday - Home Groups
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Celebration Services
10 a m
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m
Fri Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHrILOHFULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
700 p.m.
Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7- 00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m .
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH
HliRCH
scho.1 OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible
9.30 a.m.
Worship
11 30 a m & 7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Fnday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
P4 rinks 'rem of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Service
7:30 p.m

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11:00 a.m
9:50 a.m.
Church School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a m
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
900 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10:00 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
‘,
Worship Service
9:45 a.m
Church School
10:45 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
MT. CARMEL
Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
945 a.m
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening
6:00 p.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a m
Pastor William J. Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m

(270)
759-8700

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Almo Country Store & Garden Center

CRAWFORDS BBQ
Old Fashioned Hickory Smoked BBQ
Pork BBQ • Chicken (by the half)
Tenderloin • Ribs
Intersection of 1824 & 464
(270) 753-1934
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
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Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.

Mayfield, Ky.
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FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

641 Super Shell Free p,,kup
Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Dehve,y
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 753-9131

South 12th

READMORE

Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers
•Bible Index Tabs

BOOK-N-CARD

•Bible Lesson Planners

Chestnut Hills
Murray

•Precious Moments Bible
EREL Imprinting With Purchase

New and Used Tires * Lowest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial

Rd.• 753-1111

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray

"We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones.

753-1962

CoasttoCoast

PENTECOSTAL

HARDWARE & HOME
Central Shopping Center • Murray • 753-8604
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
R ER' D_o NUT SH p
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
discount on 1 dozen or
more for all churches.
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736

10% Off

WestMew
P.

a

14 0

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

04 0 %A I

Murray Appliance

PRICSBYTEIDAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9.00 a m
Worship
1000 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a no
Worship Service
11:00 a m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
1100 am
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. & 7 p.m

753-5719

84
Utterback Rd.
Murray, KY

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
Bible Study
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Flow Banking Should Be

753-1586

1000 Whitnell Road
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC
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Churches list speakers for Sunday services
Various churches have released
information concerning their services on Sunday as follows:
Elm Grove Baptist
For this day of emphasis on
Women's Missions organizations,
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will speak
at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Special music for
the morning hour will feature an
all female choir with the Women
on Mission II group singing "Shout
to The Lord." Jean Schweigart will
also deliver a special selection.
The evening worship service will
feature the church's youth program with special music by Aaren
Cadd.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. William Tate, pastor,
will speak about "Unconditional
Commitment" with scripture from
Luke 12:49-53 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will
follow at 10 a.m.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "How Do
You Know You Love Him?" with
scripture from John 14:23 at the
11 a.m. worship service and about
"Christians On A Hill" with scripture from Matthew 5:13-16 at the
6 p.m. worship service.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. William Tate, pastor,
will speak about "Unconditional
Commitment" with scripture from
Luke 12:49-53 at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunnningham,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and six p.m. worship services. John Wood is minister of music
with Dwane Jones and Karon Johnson as accompanists. The choir
will sing "There Is A Balm in
Gilead" at the morning hour and
"When We All Get to Heaven" at

MI

•••••116

the evening hour. Church-wide
singing will be at 5:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Roger Hopson, superintendent of the Paris District of
the United Methodist Church, will
speak at 11 a.m. worship service
which will be telecast on Murray
Cable #16 and #19 and County
Cable #10. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
music director with Joan Bowker
as organist. The choir will sing
"With a Voice of Singing." The
handbell choir will play "Jubilation" and "He Leadeth Me/Tis So
Sweet To Trust in Jesus." Norma
J. Reed will be liturgist and Katy
Garrison and Callie Dowdy will
be acolytes.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. His morning topic will be "Never Doubt
the Power of Faith" with scripture from Mark 5:25. Paul Adams
is minister of music with Kathy
Thweatt and Tonya Thompson as
accompanists. The sanctuary choir
will sing "Let's Go to God." Assisting will be David Ramey, Bill
Farris, Danny McGrew and Erik
Emerson.
First Christian
The Rev. Richard Bates will
speak about "The Presence of The
Lord" with scripture from Psalm
139:1-10 at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. The chancel choir
will sing "Here I Am, Lord" with
Mark Dycus as director and Lea
Gentile as organist. Karen Chapman will be worship leader with
Kelly Dibble and Catherine Crass
as acolytes.
First Presbyterian
Melanie Rodgers and Jeff
Wortham will present the sermon
on "Free Love" at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Gospel readings
will be from Mark 2:1-12, Isaiah
43:18-25 and II Corinthians 1:1822. Taking part in the service will

be Melissa Tolene, Clint Weis,
Laurie Kline, Hillary Belcher and
Toni Fruia.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. James Redmann,
vacancy pastor, will speak about
"Yes!" with scripture from II
Corinthians 1:18-22 at the 8 a.m.
Holy Communion worship service. Fred Bless will serve as elder.
Sunday School/Adult Bible Class,
social hour and Lutheran Student
Fellowship will be at 9:15 a.m.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Religious Yet Miserable!" with scripture from
Matthew 19:16-22 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about "Because
You've Asked: Several Quick Questions" with scripture from I Peter
3:15-17 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Curtis Darnall will lead
the song service. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Timothy R. Palmer,
pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
•
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Timothy R. Palmer,
pastor, will speak at the 9:45 a.m.

Mike Crook is minister of music
with Margaret Wilkins and Beth
Ftimnels as accompanists. The men's
ensemble will sing "Bless that
Wonderful Name", In One Accord
will sing "I Worship You" and the
sanctuary choir with Angie Massey
as soloist will sing "In the Name
of The Lord" at the morning hour
Dr. Brian Runnels will sing "Wherever He Leads I'll Go/Where He
Leads Me" at the evening hour.
Assisting will be Joetta Kelly and

1.
4

Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit

Photo by Allmon Photography

A gospel singing will be at
Almo Church of Christ tonight
(Friday) at 7 p.m.
Congregational singing will be
led by several song leaders in the
area.
Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader
at Almo church, will be the coordinator.
The public is invited to attend
the singing at the church, located
on Highway 464, east of U.S.
Highway 641 North.

All singers and listeners are
welcome to attend and to participate in the gospel singing.
For more information call Mary
Jo Mitchell at 437-4188, Rachel
Jackson at 753-6943, Lavonia Rowland at 753-2289 or Daytha Dowdy
at 1-270-527-8356.

Dwain Bell.
Church of Love
The Rev. Terry Mott, the Rev.
Reba Carroll and the Rev. James
Bolen are scheduled to speak at
the 3 p.m. service at Weaks Corn.
munity Center.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Acolytes will be
Addie Erwin and Nicole Erwin.

.dafte 2,efetletedeUet
7
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Almo Church
of Christ to hold
gospel singing

Benefit singing to be held for
Victory Easter Celebration
A benefit singing for the Easter Victory Celebration will be Saturday at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, located two
miles east of Dexter.
This will be an all night singing
for the Easter outdoor drama held
each year by area community
churches at Brooks Chapel.

worship serN ice. Sunday School will
be at 10:45 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will speak about "True Discipleship" with scripture from Hebrews
7:19-28 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Dean Cochrum and Margaret Nell Boyd will be in charge
of the music.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Richard Guill, minister, will
speak about "Christian Family Living #3" with scripture from Psalm
127:3-5 at the 10:15 a.m, worship
service and about "The Spiritually Handicapped" with scripture
from Hebrews 12:12-13 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Song leaders will be Gerald Rule and Kevin
Smith.
First Baptist
The Rev. Terry Garvin, associate pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.

Don't miss our annual
"Miss Spring"special edition
to be published
Monday, March 20th.

Authorized IRS e-file Provider

Page
Bookkeeping EL
Tax Service

To advertise in this special publication
call our advertising department at

(270) 753-1916

206 South 6th Street
Murray, Kentucky Phone: 753-8107
e-mail: pagetax@prodigy.net

Jim Green + Lori Andrus
Vanessa Feagin
Karen Birdsong•Mary Ann Orr

FAST CASH

MURRAY

Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
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•Personal Loans •Home Improvement Loans
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Limited Edition Prints,
Beautiful Sculptures, Unique Photo Frames,
Silk Plants, Trees and Mirrors
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Saturday, FA. 26tli
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4
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301 N. 12th St.• University Square
Murray • 759-1019
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Choose From Hundreds of Fabrics & Styles...
Sleepers, Sofas, Chairs & Sectionals
Including Our Beautiful Leathers.
All Custom Crafted & Delivered In 35 Days.
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103 S. Third Street • Murray. KY 42071
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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Racers blast EKU
for fifth straight

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

SLAM DANCE...Murray State's Ray Cunningham slams in two of his 10
points
fri the Racers 101-68 pasting of Eastern Kentucky
Thursday night.

BY SUPPORTING THE ARTS
YOU SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Sometimes a last place team with
nothing to lose can spell disaster for
a championship contender in mid-February.
But that certainly wasn't the case
Thursday night.
The Murray State Racers continued their impressive resurgence with
their fifth consecutive victory, hammering Eastern Kentucky 101-68 in
front of 3,941 at the Regional Special Events Center.
Murray (19-7, 12-3 OVC), who
moved a full game in front of idle
Southeast Missouri State, secured a firstround home game for the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament - scheduled to begin Feb. 29 at four sites
around the league.
Meanwhile, the struggling Colonels
(6-18, 2-13) dropped their 13th consecutive game.
"We played pretty good - especially in the second half," said Racer
head coach Tevester Anderson. "I
thought that Eastern Kentucky would
give us a little more trouble. But when
you're a last place team with nothing
to play for ... We were guarding
against that."
The Racers got off to a sluggish
start and appeared to be reeling when
senior forward Isaac Spencer was forced
to the bench after picking up his third
foul with 9:14 to go in the first half.
At that point, MSU led just 20-18.
The Colonels' upset bid looked to be
in order.
But the MSU bench came to the
rescue.
Aaron Page followed an Aubrey
Reese layup with a 3-pointer and freshman guard Chris Shumate nailed a
jumper to help ignite a 15-6 run that

Come Join Us For

SENIOR DAY
Murray State

Lady Racers

New JI
Philade
Pittsbui
NY R
NY Is

Toronto
Ottawa
Buffalo
Boston
Montre,

RACERS 101, E. KENTUCKY 68

I'm happy for the guys," Spencer said.
"We had a rough start, but now everything is coming together for us. I
think it was just a matter of time
before we broke out."
With the outcome already decided,
the Racers showcased some of their
athleticism - running and dunking their
way to a whopping 33-point lead (8653) with 5:26 remaining, which signaled their biggest lead of the night.
Shumate, who scored a career-high
17 points, knocked down a pair of 3pointers down the stretch and capped
the game with a buzzer-beating tip-in
to push the Racers over the century
mark for only the second time this
year.
"When you've got talent like we
have, sometimes you have to take the
gave the Racers ,a commanding lead reigns off them a
little bit," Anderat 35-24. Murray would cruise to a son explained
. "At the same time, you
44-33 halftime edge.
don't want to make stupid decisions.
Anderson credited the play of his
But I was pretty pleased with the way
bench.
we handled it."
"I'm happy with the way our bench
Reese equaled Shumate with 17
played during Isaac's absence," he
points while Marlon Towns followed
noted. "This was the perfect game for
us because we got a chance to use with 12 and Ray Cunningham 10. The
our bench and let our starters get Racers shot 57 percent (39-of-68) for
the contest, including 8-of-19 from 3some rest."
The Murray starters would get plen- point range.
Despite its lackluster performance,
ty of rest in the second half as the
Racers parlayed a solid defensive effort Eastern shot 50 percent (25-of-50 for
into a 20-point lead (62-42) with-bare---the game. Sam-Hoskin antl-Chtis Garnett led the Colonels with 13 points
ly five minutes gone.
"The first 10 minutes of the sec- each while Brad Borgman poured in
11.
ond half, I thought we played the best
defense we could play," said- AnderThe Racers will play . their final
son.
home game of the 1999-2000 regular
Spencer led the Murray charges season Saturday against Morehead
with seven of his game-high 23 points State. Game time is 4:30 p.m.
in the first four minutes of the secThe contest will be the final home
ond half to help put -the Colonels game for six MSU seniors - Spencer,
away.
Reese, Towns, Page, Mike Turner and
"We're playing well right now, and Rod Murray.
E. KENTUCKY (6-18)
Borgman 4-7 0-0 11, Hoskin 5-8 3-5 13, Garnett 5-6 3-4 13, Robinson 1-6 2-2 4. White 14 0-0 2, Langlois 0-1 2-2 2, Moms 3-6 0-0 6,
Thomas 3-3 2-5 8, Jerry 2-4 1-2 6. matiox 03 0-0 0, Williams 1-2 0-0 3 Totals 25-50 1320 68
MURRAY ST. (19-7)
Murray 3-8 0-0 6, Spencer 9-10 3-3 23, Turner 3-5 0-0 9, Reese 7-12 3-4 17. Cunningham
4-9 2-2 10, Towns 4-6 4-4 12, Woodard 0-0 00 0, Page 1-4 0-0 3. Burdine 1-4 2-2 4, Shumate 7-9 1-1 17, Ramage 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 3968 15-16 101
Halftime-Murray St 44, E Kentucky 33. 3-point
goals-E Kentucky 5-18 (Borgman 3-5, Hoskin
0-1. Robinson 0-1, White 0-3, Langlois 0-1, Morns 0-3, Jerry 1-2, Williams 1-2), Murray St 819 (Murray 0-2, Spencer 2-2, Turner 3-4, Reese
0-2, Cunningham 0-1, Towns 0-1, Page 1-3, Burdine 0-1. Shumate 2-3) Fouled out-None
Rebounds-E. Kentucky 24 (Hoskin 6), Murray
St 34 (Cunningham 7) Assists-E Kentucky 15
(Langlois 5), Murray St. 22 (Reese 7) Total
touls-E Kentucky 18, Murray St 17. A-3.941
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MSU earns
tournament
home game
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the first time in school history, the Murray State Lady Racers will be at home for the first
round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
Murray State (13-11, 11-4 OVC)
assured themselves of another date
at the Regional Special Events
Center with a convincing 94-83
triumph over Eastern Kentucky
Thursday evening.
"We're excited to get a home
game in the tournament," said
Lady Racer head coach Eddie
Fields. "It's great for us because
we've always been on the road.

• See
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

DRIVE TIME...Murray State guard Eniko Verebes drives to
the basket during the Lady Racers' win Thursday.
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RACERS

Morehead State

Lady Eagles
Tip-off2:00 PM
Saturday, February 19
Regional Special Events Center
( For Tickets Call: 762-4895
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

ANYBODY OPEN?...Calloway's Jena Thomas (44) looks for a teammate's
help during the
Lady Lakers' 44-32 triumph over Hickman County Thursday night at
CCHS.

Lady Lakers down Hickman 44-32
By MIKE OHSTROM •
Staff Writer
Shorthanded as it was, the Calloway County girls' basketball team
still had enough firepower to score
a 44-32 power play against Hickman County Thursday at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
While senior center Tiffany Las-

siter gave her knee injury some
rest and senior forward Jenni Pigg
played limited minutes with a stomach ailment, the host Lady Lakers (13-12) outscored HCHS (515) 22-7 over the second and third
quarters to take a 32-18 lead.
Raegan Morton scored 14 point..
and hit 4-of-6 3-pointers in the

third period, Jena Thomas notched
17 points and six rebounds, Felicia Prescott added five points and
four assists and Miriam Rogers used
an appearance in the starting five
to post six points and 14 rebounds
in the 12-point victory.

•See Page 11
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Sponsored

By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haveriitock

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
T-RT
L
New Jersey
36
15
7-4
Philadelphia
28
17
11-1
Pittsburgh
25
26
6-5
N Y Rangers
24
26
9-3
N Y Islanders
16
7-1
35
Northeast Division
T-RI
L
Toronto
30
21
7-3
Ottawa
28
9-2
20
Buffalo
23
27
9-2
Boston
18
24
16-4
Montreal
22
28
7-3
Southeast Division
W
L
T-RT
Florida
33
20
4-3
Washington
28
19
9-1
Carolina
24
27
8-0
Tampa Bay
12
37
7-6
Atlanta
11
40
6-4
Thursday's Games
Vancouver 2, Buffalo 1
Ottawa 6, Tampa Bay 2
Montreal 3, Carolina 0
Colorado 5. New Jersey 5, tie
N Y Islanders 2, Philadelphia 2, tie
Today's Games
Colorado at N Y. Rangers, 630 p.m
Los Angeles at Detroit, 6.30 p m
St Louis at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 7 p.m.
Washington at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Calgary, 7:30 p.m.
San Jose at Anaheim, 9:30 p.m.

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Pts
83
68
61
60
40

Pts
70
67
57
56
54
Pts
73
66
56
37
32

Central Division
W
I
T-RT
Pts
St Louis
36
15
6-0
78
Detroit
35
17
6-1
77
Nashville
20
32
6-5
51
Chicago
19
30
7-2
47
Northwest Division
W
T-RT
L
Pts
Colorado
27
23
9-1
64
Edmonton
21
22
15-7
64
Calgary
23
57
29
6-5
Vancouver
18
29
10-6
52
Pacific Division
W
1-RI
L
Pts
Dallas
32
20
5-2
71
Phoenix
30
20
6-1
67
Los Angeles
27
22
7-3
64
San Jose
25
29
7-7
64
Anaheim
25
26
8-1
59
Overtime losses count as a loss and a
regulation be

Saturday's Games
N.Y Islanders at New Jersey, noon
Vancouver at Ottawa, 3 p.m.
Los Angeles at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Toronto at Montreal, 6 p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Flonda, 630 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Carolina, 7:30 p.m.
Calgary at Edmonton, 9 p.m.

Sunday's Games
Detroit at Chicago, 2 p.m.
Dallas at Colorado, 2 p.m.
Philadelphia at N Y Rangers, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Phoenix, 8 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
MSU standout named Arkansas assistant
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. — Arkansas football coach Houston Nutt has completed his staff by hiring Chris Vaughn to coach rovers and bandits.
Nutt also announced Thursday that Fitz Hall, the Razorbacks' recruiting
coordinator the past Pim seasons and a fullt-ime assistant for the past eight
years, has been given the title of assistant head coach.
Vaughn, the first player Nutt recruited when he became head coach at
Murray State, was a graduate assistant with the Razorbacks dunng the 1999
season. After the Cotton Bowl, he left Arkansas to coach linebackers at
Tulsa under former Arkansas assistant Keith Burns.

UT-Martin nips
Morehead 69-68
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Andrae Betts scored 14 points and
four other Tennessee-Martin players hit double digits Thursday night
to lead the Skyhawks to a 69-68
victory over Morehead State.
Okechi Egbe finished with 13
points for Tennessee-Martin, Hayden Prescott and Donald Elder each
contributed 12, and Byron Benton
chipped in 10.
With Morehead State (9-15, 411 Ohio Valley Conference) leading 68-64, Tennessee-Martin's
John Roos made a free throw to cut
the lead to 68-65. Byron Benton
then made a dunk seconds later to
pull the Skyhawks (9-15, 6-8) to
within one at 68-67.
Betts' layup with 12 seconds left
put Tennessee-Martin ahead 69-68.
The Eagles' Marquis Sykes missed
a 15-footer at the buzzer.
Greg Hendrix finished with 23
points for Morehead State, Kyle
Umberger added 13, while Sykes
and Brad Cleaver contributed 11
points each.
Austin Peay 84,
Middle Tennessee 74
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Nick Stapleton scored 28 points, including 5-of-7 3-pointers, to help
Austin Peay beat Middle Tennessee
84-74 Thursday night.
Middle Tennessee (11-12, 7-8
Ohio Valley Conference) led 42-41
with 18:33 left to play in the second half. But Stapleton made a layup seconds later to put the Governors(16-8, 10-6) on top for good.
Austin Peay went on to lead by
as many as 13 points twice. The
last time was 84-71 following a layup by Joe Williams with 1:11 left

OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE

to play.
Trenton Hassell finished with 13
points for Austin Peay, Matt Jakeway added 15, Theanthony Haymon had 13, and Williams contributed 11.
Fernando Ortiz led the Blue
Raiders with 24 points, Iiro Tenngren had 12, Dale Thomas added
11 and Cedrick Wallace finished
with 10.
Tennessee Tech 77,
Tennessee State 66
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Josh Heard scored 15 of his 25
points in the first half Thursday
night as Tennessee Tech rolled to a
77-66 victory over Tennessee State.
Tech (14-10, 9-6 Ohio Valley
Conference) shot 57 percent from
the field in the first half, hitting 9of-13 (69 percent) from 3-point
range.
A 3-pointer by Heard with 2:50
left in half put the Golden Eagles
on top 42-23.
Tennessee State (6-19, 5-10)
trailed 42-29 at the half. The Tigers
did manage to pull within 56-47 on
two free throws by Kevin Samuel
in the second half.
Cory Hemphill followed Heard
for Tennessee Tech with 17 points
and Larrie Smith added 14.
Samuel topped the Tigers with
15 points and Jamie Roberts and
Carl Sykes finished with 13.

'And playing on the road in this
conference is tough."
The Lady Colonels (11-13, 87), in fourth place in the league
standings, gave Murray all it could
handle in the first 15 minutes of
action - playing the Lady Racers
to almost a draw at 29-26 with
5:05 left.
However, Murray State caught
fire with baskets from Shannon
Preston, Monika Gadson and
Heather Bates as the Lady Racers built at 40-28 advantage with
just 2:57 showing. MSU would
take a 42-33 halftime lead.
Murray State extended its lead
to 17 (58-41) early in the second
half, and rolled through the next
10 minutes of play.
Eastern chopped the lead to
below double-digits (82-73) on a
free throw from Zoey Artist with

3:25 to go, and threatened to steal
the game after moving to within
87-40 with 45 ticks left.
But the Lady Racers - whose
free throw shooting was a stellar
27-of-32 for the contest - knocked
down six of seven foul shots in
the final seconds to hold off the
Lady Colonels.
"We allowed them to shoot 53
percent in the second half, and
they were able to get back in the
game," Fields said. "That's something we're going to have to
improve down the stretch. But I
thought we played pretty well for
much of the game."
Gadson scored a game-high 26
points to lead Murray 'while Liz
Stansberry followed with 19 and
Susan Tackett 16. Six Lady Racers scored in double figures to
help the squad total 57 percent
(31-of-54) for the game.
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Falcons rally
past Calloway
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Ahead 48-45 with 4:49 left to
play, the Calloway County boys'
basketball team did not score another point the rest of the way in
dropping a 52-48 decision to Hickman County Thursday at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Mitchell McClure scored 15
points and Patrick Greer added 10
for Calloway, but the two Lakers
combined for just two second-half
points and visiting HCHS solved
the box-and-one on Ben Rushing,
sixth in the state and tops in the
First Region at 25.1 points per
game, and took advantage of key
mistakes by the inexperienced Lakers down the stretch.
"It's the same old story: we outplayed them for 26 minutes, but we
have got to learn how to handle
pressure," said CCHS head coach
Terry Birdsong, whose squad fell to
5-17 after owning a I2-point lead
in the second quarter.
"We decided around Christmas
that we were going to go with our
younger players and live or die
with them. I thought our defense
was very effective, but we gave up
a lot of offensive rebounds, we
made some poor decisions in transition and we didn't execute and
make shots on our end."
Rushing finished with 21 points,
including eight of Hickman County's 10 fourth-quarter points in
spite of the constant presence of
Jimmy Bynum or Brady Harris,
who gave Calloway seven points
off the bench. Michael Evans added
14 points for the Falcons, who also
received eight points apiece from
Ricky Byassee and Brian Allen.

Hickman County 52
Lakers 48
Hickman County
15 25 42 -52
Calloway County
17 33 44 - 48
Hickman (52) -- McClure 1, Cruse
Byassee 8, Evans 14, Rushing 21
Stephens, Ward, Workman, Allen 8. FG:
22-52. 3-point FG: 4-17 (Rushing 2.
Evans 2). FT: 4-8. Rebounds: 23.
Record: 7-14.
Calloway (48)- McClure 15, Greer 10,
Ringstaff 2, Tracy 6, Bynum 4,
Greenfield 4, Harris 7. FG: 21-46. 3point FG: 4-14 (McClure 3, Hams). FT:
2-2. Rebounds: 25. Record: 5-17.

McClure was a perfect 6-of-6
from the field in the first half, and
the first of his three 3-pointers gave
the Lakers a 7-2 start 3:38 into the
contest. Rushing's eight first-quarter points and a deuce 18 seconds
into the second period helped Hickman County pull even at 17-17.
McClure then tallied 10 points
during a 16-4 run over the next
6:43, capping the Calloway blitz
with seven straight points. But Allen, who scored all of his points in
the second frame, added two baskets in the final 43 seconds of the
half, including a tip-in that beat the
horn to cut the margin to 33-25 at
intermission.
An Evans outback and a Rushing trey quickly trimmed the Lakers' cushion to three points in 1:02,
but Harris responded with a personal 5-0 spurt 1:18 later. However, the Falcons' momentum carried them into the lead at the 1:38
mark of the third quarter as consecutive scores by Evans put Hickman County on top 42-40.
McClure's long pass over the
HCHS press to Bynum on the ensuing inbounds play quickly knotted

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times pho

SWING IT, BABY...Calloway County's Patrick Greer moves the
ball around the perimeter during the Lakers' 52-48 loss
te
Hickman County Thursday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
A
things, and back-to-back buckets
by Kyle Tracy and Bynum pushed
Calloway back in front 48-45 with
4:49 remaining in the fourth period.
Rushing sliced the gap to one 22
ticks later, and Evans' leaner with
3:37 left gave the Falcons a 49-48
edge. Rushing then stripped
McClure of the ball and turned the
steal into a layup at the 2:42 mark,
and the Lakers never could take advantage of two steals, missing five
shots, including three 3-pointers, in
the final moments.
Rushing's free throw closed the
scoring with 21.9 seconds to go.
"A lot of teams in this region
have a guy that can take over in the

A

last three minutes, and we doriZt
have anyone that can step up 14
(Rushing)," said Birdsong. Mt
noted that Murray, CCHS fir(
round foe at the upcoming Fourlt
District Tournament. beat Hicknitt
County Tuesday in Clinton.
"We wanted to make the oth
guys beat us because if Rushi
scores 35, there's no way you c
beat them, and we did a good job 41
that. I still have a lot of faith in thi
team because the district tournt
ment is a whole new ballgame."
Calloway visits Mayfield tocla
beginning with the junior-varsi
game at 6:30 p.m.

IN Lady Lakers •••
From Page 10
"Miriam is always around the
ball, and we're going to need her
down the stretch," said Calloway
head coach Scott Sivills, whose
shuffling yielded just nine turnovers
and a 32-18 rebounding advantage, offsetting 16-of-57 shooting
from the field.
"Even though we missed a lot
of shots, our three-guard lineup
and our in-out game worked very
well. (Pigg's illness) was one more
obstacle that we've had to go over,
but we challenged the kids in the
locker room and we had one of
our better all-around efforts."
The visiting Lady Falcons, held
to 11-of-50 shooting - including
a 1-of-17 showing in the third
quarter as CCHS turned a fourpoint halftime edge to 14 - were
paced by Tia Brooks' eight points.
Hickman County did lead 1110 after the opening frame, but
after Meredith Baker's free throw
29 seconds into the second period, Thomas scored the next six
points in an 8-0 Lady Laker spurt
over the next 4:19.
Chasity Howerton's jumper with
1:34 left before intermission ended
a 5:57 scoreless stretch for HCHS
and closed the first-half scoring
with the Lady Falcon down 1814.
But Morton, stationed on the
right side of the floor against
Hickman County's 3-2 zone, nailed
two treys in the first 2:54 of the
second half to push the Calloway
lead to 24-14, and two more longrange bombs from the junior guard
at the 2:02 mark and with four
seconds left in the stanza opened
up a 32-15 cushion before Brooks
canned a buzzer-beater from halfcourt.
A Thomas basket and a Rogers
deuce on a feed from Morton helped
the Lady Lakers double Hickman
County 36-18 for the largest lead
of the game with 6:42 to play.

N' MSU
From Page 10
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Mikki Bond led the Lady
Colonels with 20 points while Candice Finley poured in 14. Artist
and Susan Hatcher had 12 and 11
points, respectively. Eastern was 33of-74 from the field for 44 percent.
The Lady Racers return to the
court Saturday with a 2 p.m. contest against Morehead on "Senior
Night." Guards Heather Bates and
Shana Sieve will be playing in
their final regular-season home
games for MSU.

(
01
JOIN THE FIRM.
\l

(

The Lady Falcons responded by
pouring in the next seven points,
but Thomas countered with a 3point play with 1:38 to .go and
Prescott sank 5-of-6 free throws
in the final 1:20.
Lassiter, who joined fellow senior Brooke Lencki - lost for the
season in January with a torn anterior cruciate ligament - on the
bench, wore a brace on her left
knee to stabilize the strained ACL
she suffered during Tuesday's win
over Christian Fellowship.
Lassiter's progress will be mon-

itored pnor to Tuesday's regularLady Lakers 44
season finale and Senior Night
Hickman County 32
contest versus Fulton City, but
Hickman County
11 14 18 - 3P
with or without a healthy squad. Calloway
County
10 18 32 - 44
Sivills has some plans for his Hickman (32) -- Baker 5,
Dillard.,
club's final district tournament Kimbell, Byassee 7, Brooks 8, Howerton
3, Hunter 2, Canty 5. Deweese 2,
preparations.
"Jenni just couldn't go in the Stroud, Humphreys FG: 11-50 3-point
2-8 (Brooks, Canty). FT: 8-14.
second half, but we're going to FG:
Rebounds: 18 Record: 5-15.
see how Lassiter is Monday and Calloway (44) -- Thomas 17,
tv1i
try -to dress her and Lencki out -Rogers 6, Mortoh-'14,-Pretcitift
Tuesday to recognize them," Sivills Ragsdale 2, Pigg, Stonecipheri
said. "We just have to keep it Williams, Me. Rogers. FG: 16-57. 3,
point FG: 4-20 (Morton 4). FT: 8-16!
going; I feel we can do some- Rebounds
: 32. Record: 13-12.
thing special."

D
a
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Murray State
RACERS

Racers
vs

Morehead State
11411.101B
Tip-off4:30PIM
Saturday,February 19
RegionalSpecialEvents Center
C For Tickets Call: 75241395
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
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Ad Deadlines

7534916

Displa
$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 4 Ash Wu° Rust Wallin S Ugh Perwal
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Pubiisn
'• • r

r . 11 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m
Wad. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fn.

UDC Ad,$7 0)minimum o day I0e per word per day tor each additional eon...EN:mire dip.
$2 SO extra be Shopper Tan,i
Classifieds to imu Shopping Guide) $2 SO terra for blind boa ad.

Deadline Day & Time

Effective March 1, 2000

Just Say "Charge It"

•

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

010

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

340 Houses For Rent

010

Legal
Notice

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060
Legal

Card of Titank

Notice

New Life
Christian
Bookstore

Blowout
Celebration
Sale

AUTO MECHANIC

FREELANCE

PHOTOGRAPHER

Call 753-1916

270-753-1001
tired of the some old looking picture.%
-lit ma apecial %el-vices N isual Impact Photos - Expression Photos

- Composite Photos
Weddings From $99.00
• Irrnrvervins • Special Event‘ • On Locattonv
Photos by P Lynn Rogers

060
'Selo Wanted
ARE You Connected
Internet users wanted
$350- $800/ week
1-888-838-0750
www career-4u-now com

Charlie Holland
or go by
Carroll Imports.
Inc
800 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY
7.30 am.to 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

THE FOLLOWING OPENING:

PART TIME TELEMARKETER
Monday, Tuesday. & Thursday 9 a.m.-2 p.m. & 3-8 p.m.
Mediacom offers paid training, base salary. plus commission. Excellent oral, listening, reading. and writing skills.
Apply during business hours - Submit resume by mailiftu:

Medi:con
90 Main St., Benton, KY 42025

CLASSIFIED

270-527-0813 Fax Number
Sales & Marketing

a.

CASH CANCER PLAN

Put a smile on my face

Now available a first occurrence cancer policy that will pay $10,000.
$20,000, $30,000, $40,000 or even
$50,000 cash upon diagnosis of inter,nal cancer or malignant melanoma.
Money back feature: If you have not
had a claim in 20 years, you will get
back 100"( of the premium you have
:paid and the policy will be paid up for
life. Monthly rates for each $10,000
;Age 2046.00 Age 3048.00 Age 40= $12.00
:Age 50 = $19.00 Age 60 to 64 = $29.00.
: For details, limitations & exclusions call:

McCONNELL INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.

Mrs. Ann 1M
Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
' give advice on Business Marriage and Love Atlairs
'Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Heip Hearth Matters. Depressor'
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday

:905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
;
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Bring Ad In For Discount
For Appointment Phone
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(2701 767-0506
I.

4

485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CABLE
Construction EXPERIENCED
Cable
Foreman and Assistant: Installers needed asap.
Dear Friends & Neighbors, '
If you are looking for a Full time, great pay, tools
Pursuant to KRS 376.275, this ad is formal
career, Mediacom is seek- required. But not necesThe family ofDrane Shelley would like to
notification, the vehicle below will be dising highly motivated indi- sary to start work. Installers
express their sincere appreciation to Dr.
posed of on 3/6/00 to satisfy the towing and
viduals to serve as Cable with own truck a bonus.
Gary Marquardt, Kerry Lambert, Dr.
storage charges due against said vehicle. As
Construction Supervisor Start asap. Call 759-0882,
and Cable Construction if not in, leave message.
William Holman, Dr. Craig Dowdy and
of 3/6/00 Key Kars, Inc., 1850 State Route 121
Assistant. Both are respon- FULL Time Position availthe third floor nursing staff at MCCH for
S., Murray, KY 42071 will proceed to obtain
sible
for building and able for detail/ car clean
the
excellent care given to our husband
the title for the vehicle listed below, clear of
repairing plant throughout up. Applicants must have
and father during his extended illness.
any prior liens to recover fees due for servicthe district. Job requires prior experience & knowlAlso our thanks to all our friends and
es rendered.
climbing poles, working at edge of all aspects of car
neighbors for their love, prayers, concern,
heights, heavy lifting, com- detailing. Looking for appli1993 Ford Probe GT Serial #1ZVCT221395212386
food and flowers. We also thank the ladies
pleting paperwork and cants with leadership
maintaining tools and potential & the ability to
of the First Christian Church for graciousequipment. Must have work well with other. Must
ly providing us with food after the service.
good driving record, be provide references. Send
Notice
self- motivated and able to resumes to; 537 Brewers
With our sincere thanks,
work independently. High Highway
Hardin,
KY
The
ALTERATIONS
Shelley
Family
ATTENTION
Melaleaca
school diploma or equiva- 42048.
Ruth's See & Sew
distributors will sell 4 cusLaura, Joyce, Bon.nie,__thady and Johnny
lent required. Electrical and
753-6981
tomer kits below cost. Also
NEEDED 22 PEOPLE To
mechanical aptitude a plus.
•
motivational books call for
Lose up to 30Ibs. by March
Potential
earnings
range
titles. 270-474-8501
060
25
Brand new! Just
from $8 to $15/hr dependPatented! I lost 23Ibs in 1
CHECK out our web site
Psnonals
Help Wanted
ing on skills and qualificamonth. 1-800-752-2308
www Allisonphotography
tions, excellent benefits,
www.eNewYo
SINGLES t
com
u.com/Y2K
BROADBAND
tools and vehicle provided,
Spring fever 2000?
TECHNICIAN
opportunity for advance- NOW Accepting applicaFREE Pregnancy
Tired of being alone?
If you are looking for a ment. To apply,
submit tions for full time mainteTests! Life House
Meet that
career, Mediacom is seek- resume to:
nance employee. Apply in
75-3-0700.
special someone
ing a highly motivated indiperson at
Mediacom
Heartland Connection
vidual
NEW Arreial of prom dressto
serve
as
Calloway Gardens/ Essex
Attn: Stacey Stratton,
1-800-879-7385
Broadband Technician in
es & access'Ories. Name
Downs apts. 1505 Diuguid
90 Main St.,
the Western Kentucky
brands. Alyce, Cassandra
Drive, Murray.
Benton, KY 42025_
area Job includes repairStone & Amber Nicole.
Financial
NOW
Hiring waitress &
Mediacom is an EOE,
ing, maintaining and trouSizes, 2-26. Merle Norman
dancers at the Foxy Lady.
2/18 &
www.mediac
omIlc.com
ble
shooting a broadband
of Benton, KY Call 270$$1,000/$50,00 $$
Paris, TN. No experience
I..' 527-8899
system. Completing paperDURABLE MEDICAL
'
2/19
'CALL NOW, APPLY'
needed. $500. week, guar0 0'
work
and
EQUIPMEN
maintaining
T
tools
Free 1-888-935-2021
antee for Dancers.
Court Sq. .•
and equipment. Must have TECHNICIAN. Full time
•• For App
CONSIGNING
901-642-6177,
ability to climb and work at equipment
Murray
technician
901-644-0107
MOTHERS
040
some heights. Must have needed at progressive
Room's,*
RETAIL
Feb. 16-19
Salesperson
good driving record and medical related business.
Wanted
good reading, writing and Duties will include the needed for Retail Shoe
SON OR DAUGHTER
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Store. Downtown Murray.
Sat. Half Price
LARGE House to share organizational skills. High delivery, set up and service
AGE 19?
Part time position. Hours
school diploma or equiva- of medical equipment
3brs Rent negotiable
Sale 7-1
Unless still in School
lent.
Electrical
and Health, Dental, Vision. range from 18hrs one
759-3794
Everything
needed
mechanical aptitude a plus. Prescription and 401(k) week, next week 38hrs.
or College, their famROOMMATE $250/ rent Potential
for children.
earnings range benefits available. Send Apply in person at 100
ily group hospital
Deposit plus 1/2 utilities.
Including
South 5th St., Murray.
from $8 to $15/hr depend- resume to P.O. Box
maternity
insurance may have
759-3768.
ing on skills and qualifica- 1040-H Murray, KY 42071. SALES people needed
clothes.
(ixpired due to age.
tions, excellent benefits,
Atv's & boats. Generous
Commercial Bldg.
Our most popular
tools and vehicle provided, HOUSE Divine is hiring commission on interesting
Henry
Co.
Lost
and Found
Major Medical Policy
opportunity for advance- housekeeping assistants_ products. Ft & Pt positions
Fairgrounds
$6/hr. PT, training providoffers comprehensive
ment.
available. Apply in person
THIS space is reserved
Call 270-767-9457 for
For
Info
Call
benefits at reasonTo Apply, submit resume ed.
or
mail resume to the Great
the day might come.
appointment.
901-642-9937 or
Outdoor Store .5100 Hwy.
able rates. For free
to:
Mediacom
Your pet has strayed
IMMEDIATE Help needed. 79N Pans, Tn. 38242
901-644-1126
901information call:
can't find its way home.
Attn: Stacey Stratton,
Experience in income tax & 642-6377.
90
Main
St.,
working
with computers.
Jerry McConnell
SEEKING Full or part time
Just give us a call, we'll
Benton, KY 42025.
Knowledgeable in bookregistered dental hygienist
Insurance, Inc.
be glad to help,
Mediacom is an EOE.
keeping, using Peach Tree
for
growing
practice
Your loved one we'll
accounting software.
753-4199
Please send resumes to
try to find,
Annette Schorader Tax
Jeffrey T Morris, D.O.S.
"free local claim service'Cause we all have Furry
Service & Bookkeeping.
324 Tyson Avenue, Pans,
or Feathered Friends,
Call 753-2498.
TN 38242.
Call 270-753-8850
Here at the
and ask for
Ledger & Times.
MEDIACOM HAS

759-5177

480 Auto Parts

060

Help Wanted

PUBLIC NOTICE

BIBLE
MESSAGE

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.
If you've considered becoming a foster
parent, give us a call. Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
qnd we offer 24-hour support.

0A4C.000
Speciliazed Alternative Family Environments

1415 St. Rt. 45 N Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Denfip • 270-251-2661

POSITION Available
Part-time position approximately 25 hrs per week
Applicants must have
knowledge of computers,
Internet, accounting, and
good communication
skills. Must be a selfstarter. Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway
Board of Realtors.
415 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071.
EOE
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local
(regional) telecommunications firm seeks applicants
for the position of
Telephone Receptionist.
This full time entry level
position is responsible for
answering multiple lines
and passing calls to proper
person or department,
maintaining list of staff not
in office, messages, and
other duties within busy office environment as
needed. Experience with
multi-line key system a
plus.Resumes must be
sent to:
West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative,
Attention; Personnel
Department,
P.O.Box 649,
Mayfield, KY 42066-0649,
and must arrive before
March 1, 2000.
NO telephone calls will be
accepted concerning this
position.
SEVERAL Choice daily
and weekly newspaper
positions open in West
Virginia- editors, ad managers, desktop specialist.
Send resume to: WV
Press, 3422 Pennsylvania
Ave., Charleston, WV
25302
or
email:
wvpressd earthlink.net.
See
Website:
www.wypress.org
SHONEY'S Inn
1503 North 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Now atcepting applications for Front Desk and
housekeeping positions
No phone calls, please.
SHONEY'S Inn
1503 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071.
Now hiring for front desk
manager positions. Send
resume to address listed.
Please, no phone calls.
SPRAY coupe driver. Fullseasonal.
or
time
Competitive wages and
benefits. Farm background
a plus. Apply iifi) Southern
States. East Sycamore.

Entrepreneur
NEEDED
I need an aggressive, professional, sales oriented person to help me expand my business.
Our new product, $mart Living Magazine,
will be introduced in the Murray and
Paducah, KY markets in March 2000. I am
willing to invest in you if you are willing to
work smart, be creative and think outside
the box.
My Investment:
- Salary: $35,000(Annualized)
-Commission: Draw against salary
-Auto:.31c per mile (unlimited)
- Cellphone: up to $250/month
-Insurance: Major Medical
Your Investment:
- Dedication
- Honesty
- Integrity
- Hard Work
- Organization
You will be required to work out of your
home. I will provide a multi-purpose fax, a
computer and all expenses pertaining to the
business.
If you are looking for a challenge that has
tremendous rewards - fax your resume, with
cover letter to:
Attn: President
Fax #:(803)831-6872
NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:
Position: Wastewater Plant Operator/Trainee
Department: Murray Water/Wastewater
Division
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.46 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, retirement plan, longevity,
sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at thotity
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207 S.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you
have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is at 5:00
p.m. Tuesday, February 29, 2000.
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The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant.

PML,INC.
Manufacturing Company located in Paris, TN
is looking for a Controller to manage the company's financial growth. Must have an
Accounting degree with 5+ years of experience.
Responsibilities are all accounting functions
including financial reporting, cash management, budgeting, and internal controls man
agement. Must have ability to deal with banks
and insurance companies and MIS experience a
plus.
Salary to commensurate with experience
Excellent benefits package.
Qualified applicants please submit resume to:
Human Resource Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242
Equal Opporttillity K.11111)101'r
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Help Wailed
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Teachers, teacher assistants & resident advisor
positions available for
Upward Bound's five week,
residential summer program at Murray State
University TEACHERS for
science, math, English,
computers,
guidance,
French & Spanish needed.
Bachelor's degree in education & valid secondary
teaching certification preferred but not required. Will
consider college students
or persons with other
degrees
TEACHER
ASSISTANTS for science
& computers needed. Must
be 21 years of age & have
completed two or more
years of college with at
least a 2,5 GPA. RESIDENT ADVISORS must be
at least 21 years of age &
have completed two or
more yearts of college with
at least a 2,5 GPA.
Experience as a resident
advisor preferred but not
required. Experience working with high school age
students and excellent
documentation and interpersonal skills required for
both positions. Send a
cover letter indicating area
of interest, resume, names
& phone numbers of three
references to Upward
Bound, Murray
State
University,
TRIO
7
Building,
Murray,
KY
42071-3344. Application
Deadline
3/6/00.
is
Employment dependent
upon
grant
funding.
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. EEO,
M/F/D, AA employer
WILLOW Pond Restaurant
in Aurora, hiring all positions. Apply in person
Fri- Sun 4-7pm. No calls
please.
WORK FROM HOME
$982- $5,947/ Mo
PT/FT
1-800-844-6138
ww eDailyCash corn/ucan2
070
Position Wanted

DO you have a loved one
who needs a care giver?
Medically trained, experienced with rehab and
stroke patients. 20 yrs.
experience. Excellent references. 435-4047

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Cal
Linda. 759-9553.
HOME & office cleaning
753-3802
LOOKING For someone in
New Concord or Hamlin
area, to keep school age
children. (2) before & after
school. Approx. 6-10hrs
week. 436-2119.
TEENAGE Girl looking to
keep school age children
after school & during summer. In your home, in town.
Red Cross babysitting,
First Aide CPR certified.
Call 436-5619.
WANTED: Someone to
provide full- time live- in
home care for disabled
woman. Good driving
experience required. Room
& board plus salary
Weekends off. References
required. Call Kathy
270-554-8709.
WILL Do house cleaning or
ironing in your home. Call
474-2131, leave message.
WILL Keep children in my
home Reasonable rates 8
miles North of Murray
References available
437-4081
100
BUISMOSS
OPPOrhtnitY

FRANCHISE restaurant to
sale. High volume sales
Excellent location, current
ly operating. Owner assis
lance/raining available.
Contact P.O Box 1040-F.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Corriputsrs
KELLEWS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
PROBLEMS With Your
Apple Computer'? Troubles
on the Internet? Tired of
waiting for tech support?
Call Me! I am an established Macintosh professional with over 5 years
experience Systems 7 08 6. extensions, control
panels, virus protection.
you name it. Reasonable
rates
753-5778

Computers

Apartments For Rent

MDM COMPUTERS GOOD GE washer/ _dryer
All your computing needs 'set $275 435-17,
leave
A+ Certified Technician
message
Micheal McDougal
Large Selection
4)759.3556

1998 16x80 Legend Gas 38R • duplex w/ W/D
-tiookup C/H/A 727-372hear& stove 3br, 2 bat
Must be moved $24,b0. 2482 or 901-232-8214
obo Ca4.435-4401
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
4 lots 120tV2001t 1997 Available now Coleman
16x70
mobile
home, RE 759-4118
garage & other out build119 Main • 753-6266
AVAILABLE immediately
ings Coleman RE 759182 bedroom apts Also 1
4118 Also 12x65 rent to bedroom handicap acces- CREEKVIEW STORAGECASH paid for good, used
1 / 11
Squat r•
own
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal $20-$40 On Center Drive
rifles, shotguns, and pis753- 1 713
Behind Tom's Grille
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
tols
Benson Sporting
759-4081
Phone
759-4984
Goods, 519 S
12th,
160
NORTHWOOD
storage
Equal
Housing
Murray
Nome Furnishings
presently has units availOpportunity
FURNITURE (Antique or
LARGE Duplex in private able 753-2905 or 753Primitive), Collectables 4PC Mahogany 4 post
area Central gas H/A 7536
and other antiques, 1 piece bedroom set (full size
Utility room Lease plus
or all Call 753-3633
280
$500. Like new, Cherry
Neon Beach
deposit $450/ month No
WANTED Riding mowers, Thomasvile bunk beds
Mobile Homes For Rent
759-1087
pets
carts
go
& 4 wheelers that $500 Oak 4 post twin bed
Mini-Storage
NEAR University
need work 436-2867
$150. Like new, top quality 12X43 Mobile Home in
All Size Units
Extra large 2br apt
Sealy plush mattress & box New Concord $135imo
Available
SPORTS Related items springs
$350/ Month.
(full or twin) $150/ Call 436-2427
wanted- Local collector set
$200 Deposit.
901-644-3335
CLEAN Mobile Home for
seeking pre- 1960 base753-4560
rent 5 miles South of
ball, football, basketball,
9am- 5pm
M-FMurray
492-8488
golf,
collectibles
NEW 1br apt University
Equipment, balls, bats, uniHeights. Stove, ref ngera
forms, trophies, programs,
tor, dishwasher, w/d. $325 3BR MOBILE HOME 2
advertising, magazines.
2br Duplex 5 miles, Almo. bath, 6ft fence, separate
bobbing heads, figurines,
Stove, refrigerator, w/d, garage 3/4 acre, city
LOT for rent. 492-8488.
etc. Also Murray State
C/H/A. $375. Deposit, no water, sewage and gas,
sports related items. The
pets 753-4937 M-F, 8-5.
front & back decks
older the better Call 759753-0696
NEW
2br.
bath
2
town4900, if not at home please
house.
Cambridge
380
3.
All
For
the
best
possible prices
leave a message.
appliances furnished. $475
Pets 6 Supplies
since 1958....
plus deposit Call
150
270-345-2777
AKC
Artie*
registered
For Sale
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- Dachshund puppies. 6
Shots &
4br house w/washer & weeks old
2 Evening Gowns Sizes 4
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
dryer, furnished. near wormed $200 each. 270& 6 $65 & $85 435-4377,
(across from Memorial Gardens)
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main 753-8506
leave message
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, DOG obedience classes or
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
48" OAK Table with 4 lad753-0606 after 5pm
private. Serving Murray 17
der back chairs. $275. Call
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
NICE 2BR duplex. Stove. years. 436-2858.
492-8566.
Free Delivery • 753-4566
refrigerator. Lease/deposit SAMOYED & Pekingese
ANTIQUE Oak table/ six
No pets. $425. 1819 puppies Ready now.
chairs.
Kenmore
COACH Estates/ Fox Ridgewood 753-7457
270-382-2331
microwave & cart; allied
Meadows, located in the
SMALL, metal, collapsible
NOW available
Etaiipinent
radio, 2 speakers. Clothing
heart of Murray's finest res- 1 room
studio, lust off cam- dog cage for sale_ In good
rack, earring
display,
PRIME Fit (tali handle idential communities, offer pus_ New carpet, remod- condition. $15. firm. Call
upright vacuum Garden
City Police and Fire eled. Coleman
bars) Exercise bike $40
RE 759- 759-9215 ask for Sherry
cart_
Protection. Lots with City 4118.
Bionix
programmable759-9159
Water, sewer and trash
pulse graph 498-8226
RED OAKS APTS.
pick up furnished. $95
Special
753-3855.
$100 Deposit
GENTLE Gelding Good
PRIME building site availFireweed
1BR From $280
or children or beginner
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
2BR From $325
rider. Also two five year old
RE.
759-4118.•
SEASONED FirewoodCall Today!
Geldings, good broke
Vinyl Privacy
PRIME building site availU-haul 753-4109
753-8668.
Other horses also for sale
Fence. 6' tan. able for 2-3 _yrs_ _Coleman_
Sectton---8 Property now- - 753-8984
RE 759-4118
Installed or cash
accepting applications for
Musical
and carry. Lifetime
1. 2 & 3BR. apartrOents.
400
warranty. 384 runBIG
300
Please call 753-8221.
Upright
piano
Yard Sale
ning ft. Sell at cost.
Richmond oiano. Good for
EHO
Business Rentals
UPDATED 2br, 1 bath with
Call Adam at
carport Lease required, 1
Office Space
month deposit No pets
MAIN STREET MUSIC
759-4512
312 Main Street. Murray.
Various size units
753-2905
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
BROTHER
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
Word
Walnut Plaza
Indoors
Picks, etc. Hours.
Processor with monitor.
with garage Appliances
104 N. 5th
Sat. Only
10am- 6pm. Mon-Fri.
Like new, disk capability,
furnished with washer/
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
753-8302 or
12pm- 4pm Sat.
comes with training manudryer. Central gas H/A. 1
1612 Wiswell Rd.
753-9621
year lease. 1 month
al, easy to use. -Beanie
PIANO FOR SALE
Apt. A
deposit. No pets. 753Babies- Retired/ Current Take on low monthly payHousehold
items,
Mostly $5.00 each. Call for ment. Beautiful console
2905.
desks, queen
size
list. -Big bucket of legos: piano. No Money down
Apartments For Rent
waterbed,
books,
Everything negotiable.
Call 1-800-371-1220.
kitchen table, chest of
Houses For Rant
270-474-8446.
drawers, clothes, kids
1 OR 2br apts near down270
items and lots more.
own Murray starting a 2 (3br)
CHAIN link dog pen.
Houses Gas heat
Mobile Homes For Sale
$200/mo. 753-4109
15x12. $125. 767-9900.
consider rent to own
FISH Tank with equipment 1980 Mobile home 3BR 2 1BR apt available, all appli753-4109
for sale $15. Call
bathroom 4 acre= $20,000 ances furnished. Mur-Cal 2BR Upstairs. $285/ month
759-9215 ask for Sherry. OBO Call 759-9006 after Realty. 753-4444.
plus deposit. 2 bath, down1716 Calloway
1BR Apt Walk to MSU stairs 5400/ month plus
HITACHI 8mm
Video 4PM
Ave.
deposit. Entire House
Camera With Case $160
1991 Fleetwood 14x64 Clean, 753-2084
trailer. 2br, 1 bath. Large 1BR. apt. $150/mo. + $650 + deposit. Call 489492-8446
Inside
2296
PROM dresses, worn front & back porch with deposit. 753-9826.
Rain or Shine
underpinning.
C/H/A,
like
1BR. duplex apt. Very 2BR , w/stove, refrigerator,
once. Black, white, teal.
clean,
size 5-6. Nordiac-rider new. 753-2905.
nice
area. W/D hookup Lynn Grove
Sat •7 a.m.-?
Appliances furnished. Call area $350 + deposit No
excerise machine. Call 1992 16x80 Chandeleur
Windows, woodstove,
pets 489-2870 or 7533BR.. 2 bath, garden tub in 753-8588.
753-4801.
dishes, tools, lights
2900
Master.
C/A,
gas
heat,
gas
1BR., completely furSLABS, Lg. bundles- $10.
& lots of other
Want to Buy- Living room stove, side by side w/ ice in nished. Water included, 3BR, 1 bath house 2
good stuff
dishwasher,
door,
island
in
blocks
from
University.
low
furniture. 901-782-3355 or
utilities. $225/mo.
kitchen separate
References & deposit 759-1346
901-782-3416.
laundry room. Front porch required. No pets.
3BR, 1.5 bath. C/H/A,
THOMPSON 14" Color
& large back deck
753-3949
deck, wooded lot. 1/4 mile
monitor. Kerosene heater.
WI outdoor shed_ Set in
841-0166.
from KY Lake. 15 minutes
17,500 BTU. Practically
Coach Estates_
new. 759-1610.
2 bedroom, 1 bath. gas from Murray. Panorama 1 ACRE Lots m/1 with
Call 767-9346 before 9PM
heat. $275/mo. 753-3415 Shores. $435 per month + restrictions 5 miles North o
for
appt.
to
see.
deposit Call with 2 refer- Murray. Great location for
or 753-7123 weekends
$15.500.00.
ences:
606-441-9971.
your new home, dou2BR Apt_ near campus. no
pets. 753-5980. 753-1203 4BR House for rent. 21/2 blewide or modular home
Starting at $7,000. Call
baths. With C/H/A. Call
after 5p.m.
270-759-9192 or email
210-7847.
2BR
Duplex
15171/2
ii R,111 10 1,1
Henry St Appliances fur- 4BR, 2 bath house 3 koutland @ apex .net
nished. Rent $350. Deposit blocks from University. MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits Private
759-1346
$350
Call 435-4125.
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices
2BR, w/d hook up. Quiet EXTREMELY Nice home in country style living. Watch
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
for our entrance on 94W
neighborhood. No pets. town $325 per month
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
Call 270-435-4487 or 1759-1346
$335/ month_ Call
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
888-673-0040
753-6931
HAZEL 2BR , appliances
S..
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal Lease/deposit/references.
492-8526.
For Rent
Realty 753-4444
Free
2BR near MSU. $325. HOUSE For Rent On Potts
Financing
LOT For rent or lease
Water furnished. Coleman Road 270-527-7732
Inside city of Hazel Good
RE. 759-4118.
SMALL house. $285/mo.
for flea market Call
753-6012.
EXTRA Large, 2br apt.
270-492-8140
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT
University area. All appli- VERY Nice, Large 3br
ances, w/d hook up
house. Gas heat, stove,
New & Used, Engine & PTO Pumps. Aluminum
For Sal.
8250/ mo. $200/ deposit
refrigerator, Washer &
& PVC Pipe, Soft & Hard Hose Travelers, all for
753-4560 9am- 7pm
dryer. 605 Sycamore
water and slurry, parts also. We Rent Slurry
21 acres will divide into 5
HILLDALE
Apartments $500. month. 753-0919.
acre tracts, lust off Coles
Pumping Equipment. -Early Order Program- 1-800-589-79
56.
applications
for
now taking
Campground Road on
Save 10% on products from the 1999 Price List
1,2. & 3 bedroom apts
Springs Rd. 753-9502,
- Offer Ends -2/29/00
360
Equal Opportunity
559-5062.
Come see us at the National Farm Machinery
Storage %Mats
Housing
8.8 acres
Show in Louisville, KY, February 16-19
TDDit 1-800-545-1833
Horse Haven With
C-STORAGE
Booth located at Southwing 918
Ext 287
Affordable Home'
10x15 storage units 4th St
Office phone 437-4113
& Sycamore E Next to Barn, sheds and fencing
Hours Mon-Fri
go with this 2BR well main1-800-725-5986
Cunningham Auto Repair
7 30AM-3 30PM
tained home with detached
753-3571
garage
$50's
Low
Immediate possession
Brenda Wright
-Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone
Century 21
Now Renting Off.'
Furnished or Unfurnished liii (.1),
Waldrop & Waldrop
houses,
for
barns & sheds. Metal
270-247-2734

EASTSIDE

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

STORAGE

753-3853

Savings
From
A to Z

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

NEW
HERITAGE

SOLD

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

CLASSIFIED

riakiws,

Used Trucks

106 ACRES, HWY 280
Pasture, creek, woods
$1750 per acre Terms
753-4984
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551 Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
270-441-2253.

1991 BLASTER
Good
condition New tires FMF
exhaust Ned bars new
back brakes & other
extras Asking $1500 Call
435-4263

1985 Jeep CJ7
Runaround fun 753-4131
1999
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee Laredo 4x4
Loaded with leather & CD
$26,500
obo
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
901-642-0760
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Used Cars
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5. minutes 1985 200SX. 5-speed, A/C
North of town. Call for pri- CD player, sunroof. Runs
vate showing today 753- well but needs work. Great
school car $700 OBO 7532905_
0335 after 5PM.
1988 Honda Accord_ Air,
tilt, 5 speed. 45,xxx on new
engine $2300.
3BR, 2 bath downstairs
753-0879.
Cozy 2br upstairs. Cir-fiA,
1995
TAURUS
Like new
appliances, 12/3 acres.
Selling for less than 83,xxx miles. $5400
1994 Escort station wagon
appraisal. 489-2296_
Very depend $3300 7533BR., 2 bath brick home on
2479.
large lot in Oaks Estates. 2
1996 DODGE Neon 4dr
car attached garage, 2 car
detached garage, new cen- $5800 obo Call 489-2000
1998 NISSAN Altima
tral gas unit, new dish270-527-5540
washer.
753-0621_
1999 TOYOTA Avalon
3BR., 2 bath Lakefront XLS. Practically new, less
than 2,500 miles. Loaded
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic on 1 lot, with extras; gold hardware.
seats,
etc
ready to build $29,900 Leather
$28,000. obo. 436-2447
435-4632
4BR, 31/2 baths. Bonus after 5:00p m or leave a
room, sun room. 2 car message.
89 Cougar 6 cyl loaded,
garage. 2 years old
good condition $1800.00
492-8737.
767-0101
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot, 1994 CHEVY Classic Captown's edge
rice LS Loaded with extras Leather, new tires,
Easy financing
extra clean 115,xxx miles
753-4109/ 759-8093
$7500 489-2441
FOR sale by owner; House
and 4 lots. 3 large garages
& fish dressing shed
Vans
Within 1 mile of
Kentucky Lake. Owner will
1995 GMC
finance_
Nice
house.
Safari Conversion SWB
$49.500. 270-436-5170.
Loaded' Good condition
IN Pans, Beautiful house
New tires, TVNCR,
for sale: One owner, corner
Super Nintendo, power
lot, brick. 3br, 2 bath in seats, 2 AM\FM
cassette
excellent condition. C/A, stereos and much
more
• gas heat, lots of closets,
Before 5PM 753-6593
storage space & amenities.
after 5PM 753-1775
2 carports. 1800sq ft liv1996
PLYMOUTH Grand
ing space. $119,500, 901Voyager SE. Loaded, built
644-3335.
in child seats. Dark Iris.
NEW house 11/2 story w/
$10,000. 753-8743.
2200 sqft On 1 4 acres 5
REDUCED
minutes north of Murray.
$117,000, Call after 5PM. 1998 Ford Windstar VanGL. Luggage rack, traction
753-7930. or 753-4499.
control, dual air, 4 captain
OPEN DAILY- New 4br.
chairs
33,000
miles.
21/2 bath home at 2002
$13,800. (270)247-5265.
Rugby Drive in Campbell
Est Call 753-3903 for fur- 1995 FORD Aerostar Van.
86,xxx miles. Very good
ther information
condition. $6800.
465
489-6087.
Barn For Rent
DARKFIRED Holds 21/23
acres
Between
Coldwater and Stella 4892116

$500 DOWN
Will Buy Either Of These Two Homes
3 BR - 2 BA, Central HVAC
Excellent In Town Location
Reasonably Priced $88,900
or
3 BR, 2 BA, Central HVAC
Low Utilities, Practically Maintenance
Free, Convenient In Town Location
$64,000

INTERESTED - LET'S TALK
270-753-5561
270-759-1610

# Crass)

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

?a./

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION

Metal Roofing

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect'
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett
753-7407

1981 SILVERADO Good
running 350 with CD sound
system $3,000 350 4 bolt
main 11 to 1 dome pistons
with all the extras Ready
for assembly $3,000 Call
759-8017 after 6p m. or
leave message
1985 CHEVii Silverado
P/S 350 auto, trans
753-3046.
1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
parts $3,000 or best offer
Call 437-3130, leave message Owner anxious to
sell
1996 DODGE Ram. 4x4
Sport 360 V-8 White, one
owner 58,xxx $14,900.
753-0444
1998 Chev. 5-10LS; 21xxn;
5 spd, PS/PB, A/C AM/FM
cassette, mint condition,
extras $10,499. 801 Carol
DR , Call 753-8849
76 Datsun 4 cyl Runs
good Good work truck
$700 00 767-0101
96 Chevy Ext. cab 2-71
Silverado
1500. 4x4.
79,000 miles. $17,500.00
Work 436-2165
Home 753-0522.
97 Ford Ranger 4x4,
Regular Cab XLT 4.0L, V6. 5-speed, auto overdnve
transmission, slide rear
window, A/C speed control,
tilt wheel, in warranty.
Sticker price $21,760
w/ 11,xxx actual miles.
$13,500_ 270-382-2482
after 8PM.

Campers
PULL behind camper. Gas
or electric, air, stove, oven,
sleeps 6. $500.00 4365370.

BOets & Malan
1988 RUNABOUT 18'ft
boat $3,000 759-4065
after 5pm
1988 Yamaha Wave
Runner with trailer.
$1000.00 runs.
Holiday Houseboat
12x30 ft Steel hull, outside new paint, new bottom, sleeps 6, bathroom.
$4000.00
65 HP Glassmaster with
trailer. Motor great.
$1200.00
436-5370.
FORTY Foot Houseboat
$9.900 767-9900; 7534268
530

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions. Decks, painting,
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding. roofing
No Job Too Small,
492-6267
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work. gutter cleaning,
etc 436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
Carpentry,
ALL
All
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling,
additions,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs.
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References.
Licensed & insured. Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
•

"1 1 1 11 II

or HI I 1CROSSFIELD ESTATES

12.200 so. ft. Warehouse Also Available

71'1 IPA 1

i 1) 13 Acre tract (1) 10
Acre tract. will divide On
Irvin Cobb Road HWY
732 436-5459 after 6p m
11/2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray 753-1967

Brand new home with over 4,000 sq. ft. in great location. Custom
home has 5 BR, 2-1/2 baths with lots of hardwood, tile and custom cabinets. Large rooms, high-efficiency central heat/air system* on a large lot. Must see to appreciate the quality of this
ready-to-move into home! Offered at $1 79,000.00 Call 753-8823.

0111
IIAGE 14

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530
Simian Offered

530

Samna Mind
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
,ears expenence BOBBY
HOPPER,436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. Tracy
Manning. 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592

FENCING
Midway Fence 'Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
gnnding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters, gutter supplies, gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278
HANDYWORK) odd lobs
wanted No iob too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
IF You are moving to a new
location and need professional reliable movers call
270-623-6092 Voice Mail21p-6987
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

by

Call or Fax 753-8087
1.8 miles north on 121

Granite - cut. shaped & polished for kitchen counters. fireplace surrounds, serving lines, desk tops

Natural Marble - Bathroom vanities, tub

TIMEMI

4E39-6125

HAMIL
TON CO.
appointment
Open
decks, fireplace surroubds
Tumble Stone - Tub decks, kitchen splashes,
fireplace surrounds

Ceramic Tile - 12x12 or I6x16 over 50,000 sq. ft. in
stock cement board. grouts and thinset all stock items.
_-__-___- ------

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Completely
Insured,
Mobile Phone 502-7594734
DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
*Install braces & floor
ioists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water
and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
improvements
David
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DORNBUSCH
Construction
Custom built homes, additions, remodels or repairs
Call 753-1245
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Dish Network

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Installed hi

d'sh IMA
DIRECTV

Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones
Come see us at our new locate a.

ofiR

408 N. 12th St.
'Next to Pizza Hub

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts El Service
(270) 492-8488
Vinyl Underpinning
14x70

K-Rok Underpinning
1 pc white rubber roofs

avg hght

8318.00

81.88 per so

ft installed

Combination Door
Treated Decks

$235.00
'Single Blank Door
8120.00

wicompleted handrails
6•10 VISO.=

10.16 $1040.00
12•20 $15110.00

' Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy.
Selling West Kentucky & West Tennessee for 13 years

s
r-

t.amb Brothers

NEW YORK (AP) — Johnna
Hensley didn't see "Who Wants
to Marry a Multimillionaire" But
she couldn't avoid it.
"Somebody's always looking to
get something for nothing, regardless of the consequences," said
Hensley, a registered nurse in Fayetteville, Ga., where, like most places,
the Fox TV special has been discussion Topic A this week.
Whether they liked it or not,
viewers flocked to the Tuesday
night broadcast — including onethird of all women viewers between
18 to 34 for the concluding halfhour. Some found the concept —
women vying to marry a wealthy
man they've never met — demeaning to women and the institution
of marriage.
"I think it's tremendously cynical," said Regan Batuello, a homemaker and vintner in Cutchogue,
N.Y. "It doesn't demean womanhood, it demeans everyone."

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Cell 853-4188.
D&D ROOFING
The Stars Show the Kind of Day*You'll
Call us for all of your roof-, Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
ing needs 436-2613
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates.
759-9609
YARD TECH
Lawn Care.
Dependable, insured.
Residential or
Commercial. 437-4723.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Emphasis is on reorganizing and,
perhaps, preparing for more time off.
You could be reacting strongly, overwhelmed by fatigue. Expenditures also
appear burdensome. Refrain from overspending unless it is absolutely neces-

sary. Tonight: Put your feet up.

TAURUS (April 20-May 201

24 Hr Sersu e

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Sem,

Hedge Trimming f.11 1,1fle of
tquopment
free & Stump
Removal

Pa

I

Littub

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualtfied installers
We Install carpet, vinyl, tile.
.0, hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial
4St

759-1591

David's Home Improvement
'• Replace rotten or water damaged floors
• Install braces & floor Joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
'• Replace or repair water and drain lines
Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements.
David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422
It

Support
Local
Merchants

allows everyone to have what they want.
Break "either/or" patterns of thinking.
Success follows. Tonight: Just smile, and
it is yours.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Pull back and make sensible choices. Think rather than react, even though a
partner knows how to trigger you. What
another says might not be what he
means. Dig into a project, putting a problem on hold until you are ready to deal
with it. Tonight: Take some personal
time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** Join friends and share good
news. If single, you could meet someone
very interesting now. If attached, a partner goes out of his way to turn a dream
into a reality. Work together. Invite
friends to join you. Celebrate good news.
Tonight: The more, the merrier.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** Your high energy level helps
you meet others' requests with pleasure.
Drop in on an older relative; it will mean
a lot. You might be juggling your desires
with others' needs. You seem able to do
it all! Tonight: A must show.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)__
***** Reach out for those at a distance; don't stand on ceremony. Your
loving attitude helps balance the seesaw
of pressure. Use the Internet and telephone to research plans. Plan a special
outing with a loved one. You feel wonderful together! Tonight: Say yes to living.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Finances could have you spinning
out, especially as demands from others
pour in. You might have been juggling a
bit too much, or maybe an important
expenditure slipped your mind. Don't
worry. You are resourceful and capable
of many solutions. Trust yourself.
Tonight: Brainstorm with a buddy.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others present interesting situations. Evaluate your boundaries and
make strong choices for yourself. too_
Reconciling everyone's needs with your
own takes talent, which you have. Return
calls and keep up with messages.
Tonight: Spread your wings and evolve
into a social butterfly.

767-9111

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Cont.r

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
f ree Estimates

to ABC's quiz sensation "Who
Quickest Courtship.
And perhaps the most public. Wants to be a Millionaire," which
Taped at a Las Vegas hotel, mul- has set in motion other game and
timillionaire Rick Rockwell, a 42- "reality rivalry" shows.
These include "Big Brother,"
year-old San Diego real estate
investor, found Miss Right from which this summer will install volamong 50 eligible females vying unteers in a home equipped with
for his nod in bathing suits and two dozen cameras and 59 microwedding gowns. Rockwell met, phones. And on CBS, "Survivor"
chose and wed Darya Conger, a will pit 16 contestants against one
34-year-old emergency room nurse another on a deserted island off
from Santa Monica, Calif., before Borneo. The winner gets $1 milthe show's final fadeout.
lion.
As suspense built, so did the
Meanwhile, Fox is planning its
audience, according to Nielsen rat- own real-life soap opera, "High
ings figures. Viewership grew from School," which follows a subur10 million viewers in the pro- ban- Chicago high school class
gram's first half-hour to an enor- through the school year.
mous 22.8 million in the final
As for "Who Wants to Marry
half-hour.
a Multimillionaire?" its success
Then came the aftermath: dis- almost guarantees a sequel.
cussion and indignation from talk
"We're definitely thinking about
shows and op-ed columns.
it," Herzog allowed.
"Whatever happened to workAnd what about reports that in
ing for a living and marrying for a future edition the table
might
love?" wondered Ellen Fein and be turned, with a well-to-do woman
Sherrie Schneider, authors of the seeking Mr. Right?
book "The Rules," in an op-ed
"To be determined," Herzog
piece Thursday in The New York replied.
sense of humor helps you resist pressure Times.
"We're pretty pleased," said
to perform without taking it personally.
Herzog. "It was a bit of an audaTonight: Look at your budget.
cious idea, but we thought it was
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Relationships take the spot- handled in a manner that was
light as you attempt to juggle different appropriate."
interests. You understand where others
"Who Wants to Marry a Mulare coming from. Look for a way that timillionaire?" owes its existence

***** Beam in what you want.
Others seem to be out of kilter, going to
extremes. Knowing what you want, you
can charge in and create your desires.
Socializing remains high on your agenda; juggling your schedule takes talent.
Tonight: It is your call.
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
*** Keep your own counsel and make
the right choices. Others clearly make
demands that you might not want to
meet. Juggle your musts, but clear out a
block of time just for you. Recharging
your batteries needs to be your highest
priority. Tonight: Do your own thing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** News forces a change in plans,
or you might try to squeeze everything
in. You are overwhelmed and not exactly
sure about what you need to do first.
Stop, make a list of what you want, and
then proceed. Friends chip in. Tonight.
Enjoy a spontaneous get-together.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Others let you know what they BORN TODAY
want, with a full expectation that you Actor Jeff Daniels (1955), singer
will meet their demands. Go within and Smokey Robinson (1940), actress Justine
decide what is acceptable for you. Your Bateman (1966) *5*

Tree Service
LICENSED & INSUIED

"We seem to have created some
water-cooler talk," Fox Entertainment president Doug Herzog said
Thursday, savoring the phenomenal response. In the show's defense,
he said, "The people participated
in their own free will."
And so did the viewers.
If you weren't among them,
that's OK. You'll get another chance
to behold the whirlwind romance
Tuesday, when Fox repeats it in
an even brisker one-hour version.
Scheduled for 8 p.m. EST (replacing the previously announced
"Banned in America: The World's
Sexiest Television"), the encore
even promises some previously
unaired footage.
"Who Wants to Marry a Multimillionaire?," of course, is Fox's
nonviolent twist on the reality specials that have won the network
big ratings and, often, sharp criticism. Here, instead of "World's
Deadliest Swarms," is the World's

HOROSCOPES

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Feb.
19, 2000:
You throw yourself into relationships,
often juggling your needs with others'.
Establishing strong boundaries proves
helpful. Refuse to shut down or squelch
conversations. The solutions lie in tolerance and diplomacy. February proves to
be unusually fortunate for you. Zero in
on what you want. Many options appear
around the end of June and the beginning
of July. A new home, a move or perhaps
CUSTOM bulldozing & expanding your domestic abode or life is
backhoe work, septic sys- likely. If you are single, you discover that
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, many people are Interested in you.
Horace Sholar.
However, relating takes some talent.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Though you may have to work on a relaGarden Tilling- Drive
tionship, it will be worthwhile. If
Ways Graded- Box Blade attached, your interactions are lively and
Work- Bushhogging
bring up important issues while accentuFree Estimates
ating the positives. Keep the lines of
Gerald Carrot, Owner
communication open. VIRGO gets
Phone 270-492-6159
picky.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555

(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St)

FRE Nokia phone and Car Charger

CEOAku

570
Wanted
VI 0

WANT To rent trailer lot in
county 759-9060

••1 0 512 I 0
----*01..

$25 per month for 100 minutes
Add a line for $10 per moot
No Activation Fee

Available on new one year sennce agreement Salted to credit oeck and aroval Fee
be
cha • - for ea termination of contract. Other restrictions ma a tu Ofer ends 2/29/CO.

Thursday,
February 24th

**********************
M-H -S- BOOSTER *
* CLUB BINGO *

Regional
Special Events
Center

*

Attend The

COOKING
SCI-104)1

Your
Day With The
\I urray Ledger & Times
Jump-Start

715 E. Broadway, Mayfield - 247-8537
Doors Open At 4:30

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19TH
WARMUP GAME 6:00 P.M.
ALL GAMES INCLUDED
1 PACK PRICE $20.00
*
9 REGULAR GAMES PAY $125 EACH;
2 PAYING $599 EACH;
$1000 - COVERALL
BONUS PULL TAB $2400;

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whimell Ave
753-1916

By Pet,

Fox savors'Multimillionaire'splash

BLUEGRASS
ELECTRIC

1-800-636-5262

s99.95
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Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 753-5273
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city schools for the
week of Feb. 21 to 25 have been released by Janice McCuiston and Judy
Clark, food service directors for Calloway County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
Calloway County schools will not be in session Monday because of the
observance of Presidents' Day, but Murray City schools will be in session.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast - Tuesday - chicken and biscuit, applesauce; Wednesday cereal and muffin, fruit juice; Thursday - oatmeal and Poptart, fruit juice;
Friday - no school. Milk is served daily.
Lunch - Tuesday - Mexican bean roll, California blend vegetables,
tater tots; Wednesday - pizzaghetti, green beans, tossed salad w/dressing,
peaches, Texas toast; Thursday - crispy steak fingers w/roll, potato
wedges, cole slaw, gelatin w/fruit; Friday - no school. Milk is served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast - Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - sausage:
and biscuit; Thursday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast; Friday - chicken on biscuit. Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch - Tuesday - pizza, fish sandwich w/cheese, grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - chicken quesadilla, hamburger on bun, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich; Thursday - sliced turkey w/roll, corn dog, grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - chili and crackers, charbroiled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Chef salad, fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast -Tuesday - sausage on biscuit; Wednesday - ham and cheese
on sheet bun; Thursday - chicken on biscuit; Friday - breakfast pizza.
Cereal, biscuit, toast, fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch - Tuesday - bar-b-q ribbette w/roll, foot long chili dog on bun;
Wednesday - chicken and noodles w/roll, hamburger on bun; Thursday pizza, bar-b-q sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken w/roll, hot ham and
cheese sandwich. Vegetables, fresh fruit, cold sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea
and milk are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast - Tuesday - ham and cheese biscuit; Wednesday - chicken
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - egg and cheese
breakfast pocket. Donuts, Poptarts, cereal, toast, muffins, fresh fruit, fruit
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch - Tuesday - sweet and sour chicken/egg roll and roll, turkey club
sandwich; Wednesday - chili and crackers, grilled chicken sandwich;
Thursday - chicken and noodles w/roll, hot ham and cheese sandwich;
Friday - nacho supreme, pizzaburger on bun. Pizza, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, French fries, chef salads, vegetables, fresh fruit, cold sandwiches,
fruit drinks, tea and milk are available daily.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast - Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday - scrambled eggs
and toast; Wednesday - power bar; Thursday - pancake and sausage on a
stick; Friday - donut. Cereal, toast, milk and juice are available daily.
Lunch - Monday - hamburger, bar-b-que pork sandwich, peanut butter
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday - taco salad
w/chips, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - breakfast for lunch sausage, eggs and biscuit, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - sack
lunch - hot dog, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Vegetables, fruit, milk
and juice are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast - Monday - Danish; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, bacon and
biscuit; Wednesday - blueberry muffin; Thursday - waffle sticks; Friday
- Poptarts. Cereal, toast, cinnamon toast,juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch - Monday - vegetable beef soup w/grilled cheese; Tuesday spaghetti wrrexas toast, chicken sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - hot
ham and cheese sandwich. burritos w/cheese sauce, pizza; Thursday Salisbury steak, cheeseburger; Friday - French bread pizza, peanut butter
sandwich. Vegetables, fruit and milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast - Monday - turnover; Tuesday - breakfast bagel:.
Wednesday - apple orchard bar; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday:
- Honey bun. Toast, cereal, cinnamon toast, milk and juice are available:
daily.
Lunch - Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday'
- taco salad bar, bacon cheeseburger. tuna salad plate: Wednesday
lasagna. corn dog; Thursday - chili and cheese stix, grilled cheese sand:
wich; Friday - tray lunch - ham and cheese, pimento cheese and peanut.
butter sandwiches. Pizzas, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegeta,
:
hles, fruit and milk are available daily.
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DR. GOTT"
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT'!': I have a friend
who is 24 and has trouble dealing with
problems in life. I guioss you could call
him rageful. While in high school, he
saw a counselor who suggested that
he take a baseball bat to the living
room furniture, while imagining that
it was his grandfather, who supposedly was the cause of his problems.
What is your opinion of this therapy?
DEAR READER: Expensive, noisy
and bound to create more animosity
than it solves.
Most therapists realize that the
expression of pent-up anger is a useful tool to reduce rage and channel
aggressive tendencies. To this end, it
is more appropriate to beat up a pillow or have a shouting match with
yourself away from everyone else.
Busting up perfectly good furniture
with a baseball bat is not only wacko,
it's downright stupid. It sounds to me
as though the high school counselor
needs some help herself.
You do raise an interesting issue,
however: The question of personal
responsibility. Many people who have
difficulty dealing with life's problems
labor under the misconception that
someone else is to blame for their
unhappiness. The favorite scapegoats
in this fantasy are parents, grandparents, spouses, boyfriends, girlfriends
and the police.
When you're angry and confused,
it's all too easy to say that another
person has the responsibility for your
feelings and failures. Of course, as
any experienced adult knows, this is
pure hogwash. No one "makes" us
angry. We don't have to resort to
being victims. Rather, we choose to be
angry, although we almost always
have better options.
Most children have unpleasant
experiences - or even survive catastrophic tragedies. We all live through

1h

DEAR ABBY

unhappiness and frustration. What
else is new? In order to promote emotional growth and achieve a balance in
our lives, we have to learn how to
"own" our feelings: I am happy or sad
- not, you made me happy or sad.
I doubt that your friend's grandfather was the sole source of his rage
Once the young man puts the focus on
himself, he can start dealing with his
own feelings and behavior. This is the
beginning of the healing process.
Naturally, this is a difficult first step
to take. But it's essential. Otherwise,
he runs the risk of establishing a
"blame-everybody" mentality, when
what he needs is a little self-honesty
and the courage to look hard at his
own destructive attitudes.
Young people are especially inclined to throw around a lot of blame.
"I use drugs because my father rejected me," "I got drunk because my girlfriend broke up with me," "School
makes me mad, so I'm going to get
even." I don't buy this kind of cop-out.
Therefore my advice to your friend is:
Get off the pity pot, look at yourself,
and get some reliable professional
help with your problems. Oh, and
leave the baseball bats to the Little
Leaguers. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Mental and Emotional
Illness." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.

PETER
GOTT M.D.

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
•6 Yr Limited Warranty
.24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
'Smooth, Quiet Ride

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

DEAR ABBY: Here we go again.
Besides being disrespectful, could it
be construed as sexual harassment
when a business establishment that
caters to men and women hangs a
calendar depicting nude or almost
nude women in a conspicuous
place?
My husband has one of those calendars in his office in a white-collar
business that is patronized by male
and female clients.
When I or my daughter, adult
sons, grandson or granddaughters
go to an auto repair shop, gas station or tire shop that displays girlie
calendars, I am embarrassed and
offended. My company has seminars regarding sexual harassment,
and we are informed that this is a
form of it. I do not allow it in my
office. It is disrespectful, and I don't
want to be part of a lawsuit.
Please don't get me wrong, Abby.
There is nothing wrong with nudity
- it just doesn't belong in a public
place.
OFFENDED IN PALATINE,ILL

LOOKING BACK

selfish, that she is dearly fond of her
brother. Abby, in the nine years
we've owned our home, I can count
on one hand the number of times
Winifred has visited us. For the
past year she has lived only 150
miles away.
Winifred has three children and
a granddaughter to go home to, but
what would my son and I have if my
husband didn't make it? She would
have lost her brother, but our lives
would be drastically changed.
Fortunately, my husband does
not have cancer. Do you think I was
selfish requesting private time with
my husband?
BELIEVES IN THE
RIGHT TO PRIVACY

DEAR BELIEVES: Your
sister-in-law was frightened
over the possibility of losing her
brother, and probably felt
guilty for not visiting him more
in the past. Although you were
understandably upset, you
could have acted with a little
more sensitivity. She is your
DEAR OFFENDED:It may be husband's sister, not a stranger.
in poor taste, but it is not
She, too, could have been
against the law. As a member of more sensitive to your request,
the public, you are free to take and left you and your
husband
your business elsewhere if the alone after making her pres"calendar art" offends you. ence known.
However, if you had to work in
Since your husband appears
that environment, and if there to be healthy and the crisis
is
was also demeaning conduct past, I urge you to
bury the
that was severe and pervasive, anger and resentment
you feel
it might be considered sexual toward each other and
try to
harassment.
become a closer family. Everyone will benefit.
***

DEAR ABBY: Yesterday my husband had surgery to remove a lump.
The doctor prepared us for the
worst, indicating that it might be
cancer. My husband told only close
family members and a few friends
about his condition.
His sister, "Winifred," traveled
150 miles to come to the hospital,
even though she was told there was
no need for her to be there. I was
very upset with her presence. I
wanted some private time with my
husband in the pre-op room, but
within minutes, Winifred ushered
herself in. I became upset and told
her so. However, she refused to go
back to the public waiting room.
While in the waiting room,
during my husband's surgery,
Winifred asked me if I would like to
"talk about" the way I was acting. I
told her I had wanted private time
with my husband. She said I was

***

Your right-hand opponent
deals and bids Four Hearts, neither side vulnerable. What would
you bid with each of the following
four hands?
1. 4 AQJ94 8 •K5 4 J10752
2.4A1(83
,
—•KQJ1040QJ1063
3. 4 A95 QJ98•763 4 KQ7
4..K7 V —•AKJ84 AKQJ984
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1 - la la
4 Monster
8 Failing grade
11 Metalworking
plants
13 Above
(poet.)
14 - art
15 - sequitur
16 Recital
performer
18 Roman three
20 Black-tailed
gazelle
22 Kin of mono
23 Outside
(comb. form)
25 Nursing abbr.
27 Verve
30 Medical
suffix
32 Sailor
34 Christmas 35 Six-pointer,
for short
37 Chnstmas
item (2 wds.)
40 Asner, to
friends
41 Kind

43 Evergreen
tree
44 Companion
of aah
46 Tart
48 Kin to bro
50 Bite the 53 Spy org.
55 Be in poor
health
57 - humbug,
58 Waiting
(2 wds.)
61 Winter mo.
63 Derek or
Hopkins
64 Frozen water
65 The
(John Fowles
novel)
68 Mr. Chaney
69 Sioux
70 Camp bed
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6 Inflamed
7 Brother of
Jacob
8 Compliant
9 Wide shoe
size
10 Make a
mistake
11 Pate de gras
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 18, the
49th day of 2000. There are 317
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 18, 1861, Jefferson
Davis was sworn in as president.
of the Confederate States of Amer:•
ica in Montgomery. Ala.
On this date,:
In 1516, Mary Tudor, the Queen
of England popularly known as.-"Bloody Mary," was born in Greenwich Palace.
In 1546, Martin Luther, lead&
of the Protestant Reformation in
Germany, died.
In 1564, the artist Michelangelo died in Rome.
In 1885, Mark Twain's "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" was published in the United States.
In 1930, the ninth planet of'
our solar system, Pluto, was clis-.
covered.
In 1960, the Eighth Winter
Olympic Games were formallyopened in Squaw Valley, Calif. by
Vice President Nixon.
In 1970, the defendants knosizias the Chicago Seven were fouhli
innocent of conspiring to incie-riots at the 1968 Democratic
al Convention.
In 1972, the California SupremeCourt struck down the state's death
penalty.
In 1977, the space shuttle Enter:prise, sitting atop a Boeing 747,
went on its maiden "flight" above
the Mojave Desert.
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rily as takeout), and though you
might deem this undesirable,there
is no better alternative to the
double. The dilemma you face
merely emphasizes how annoying
a well-timed pre-emptive bid can
be. However, it might well turn
out that the best result your side
can achieve is to let the opponents
play the hand in four hearts doubled.
3. Pass. This time you should
expect to beat four hearts, but you
can't afford to double because your
partner will almost surely bid, and
the wrongside might wind up playing the hand. It is true that a pass
here might result in failing to punish your right-hand opponent to
the fullest extent(ifthe next player
and your partner both pass), but a
far worse result might ensue if you
doubled and partner took the
double out.
4. Six clubs. Here you should
bid what you think you can make.
Of course, you might go down, but
against that you should weigh the
probability of making 12(and perhaps all 13) tricks. The best you
can do in these sticky situations is
to make the bid you think will win
most often in the long run, and in
this context six clubs should be
regarded as the best percentage
bid.

Tomorrow: The pressure principle.

Ft co r VV CO Ftla IE

ELLEN, THIS
15 JON

1. Pass. The primary objective
of a pre-emptive bid is to make it
difficult for the opponents to enter
the bidding safely and accurately.
If you hold this hand against an
opening four-heart bid, there is
certainly a temptation to bid four
spades. If you are by nature fearless, you bid four spades and hope
the roofdoesn't cave in on you. But
if you are of a more cautious nature, you pass and hope partner
has the proper values to enter the
fray in one way or another.
Actually, if you were to take a
poll ofthe several hundred 10-best
players in the world, probably 60
percent ofthem would pass, while
a respectable 40 percent of them
would step into the unknown by
bidding four spades.
2. Double. There is a good possibility that partner will pass the
double (which is intended prima-

McKee.
Pfc, Harrell Crutcher, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.H. Crutcher, is now
serving with the U.S. Army in Chu
Lai, Vietnam.
Cathy Lynn Johnston and Pvt.
E-2 John Dee Hopkins were married Jan. 29 at First United Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
A total of $3,169.21 has been
raised by the Calloway County
Chapter of March of Dimes in the
fight against infantile paralysis this
year.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, former
professor of history at Murray State
College and now director of the
George C. Marshall Research
Foundation, is writing an authorized biography of the late George
Marshall.
Dr. John Wesley Carr, 100, first
president of Murray State College,
died today in Flushing, N.Y.
Fifty years ago
More REA power lines should
be energized in about six weeks.
Officials said most of the 38 miles
of new lines run from the New
Concord area to the Tennessee state
line.
In high school basketball games,
Tilghman beat Murray High, Almo
beat Salem, Sharpe beat Murray
Training, Lynn Grove beat Cayce
and Hazel beat Kirksey. High team
scorers were Cole, Tilghman, Gene
Cathey, MHS, Joe Miller, Almo, Maxfield, Salem, Inglish, Sharpe,
Jackson, MTS, Donnie Darnell,
LG. Brawner, Cayce, Lamb, Hazel, •
and Usrey, Kirksey.

TODAY IN HISTORY

Bidding Quiz

* * *

'THE COOK MADE 'THIS
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

Ten years ago
Beth Haley skas_ crowned as
1990 basketball homecoming
queen at the Calloway -Graves
County basketball game. Her attendants were Kristi Graham, Jennifer
Jones, Kristy Starks, Angie Miller
and Tina Butler. CCHS lost to
Graves 68 -to 60 with high team
scorers being Benji Kelley for Calloway and Butler for Graves.
Marine Lance Cpl. Mark A. Torsak is serving at Naval Air Station,
Cecil Field, Fla.
Births reported include a boy to
Dian and Thomas Edwards and a
boy to Peggy and Keith Corey, Feb.
IS.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech Team was presented a
"Continued Achievement" trophy
for the most sweepstakes points
compiled since 1975 at the Western
Kentucky University Invitational
Speech Tournament at Bowling
Green. It was the first award of its
kind presented.
An informal open house to meet
and exchange views on topics of
common interest will be in the
Racer Room of Murray State University Roy Stewart Stadium Feb.
20 from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
Thirty years ago
Named as superlatives of the
senior class of Murray High School
were Rita Harris, Mark Blankenship, Celia Simmons, Richard Blalock, Jennie Barker, Jimmy Brandon, Nancy Diuguid, Jim Stoffer,
Conie Lowry, Buz Wilham, Kathy
Crider, Dick West, Nancy Jones
Cary Brandon, Susan Hale and Tim

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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12 Canine
17 Compass pit
19 How was - know?
21 Country in
NW Afnca
24 Peg -Heart
26 Army off
28 "- Mana"
29 Actor Beatty
31 Wiedersehen
33 Scary cry
35 "- the
season "
36 Unclaimed
mall dept
38 Fleur-de- 39 Deity
42 Coffeecake
45 Wheel center
47 Brazil capital
49 Furtive
advance
51 Wooden shoe
52 Midgard
Serpent
slayer
54 Tropical dog
56 A Grant
58 Lubricate
59 Sgt.
60 Period
62 Commerce
ff9FY
86 Behold!
67 As far as
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Toth,Hicks receive special honors
Debra Toth is the recipient of
the 1999 Keith M. Heim Humanitarian Award, presented at a recent
meeting by The Humane Society
of Calloway County.
The Humanitarian Award is the
society's highest honor. It is given
in recognition of exceptional contributions to the cause of kindness to animals. Janis Hicks was by tho
honored as the 1999 Outstanding
Calloway Co. '''.111N*
Teacher in Humane Education.
A social worker in the Depart- Humane Society
ment of Protection and Permanency in Murray, Toth has been
involved in compassionate out- derful example for all of us."
Hicks, a fourth-grade teacher at
reach for many years. Off the
job, she has been responsible for North Calloway Elementary School,
the rescue, care and placement of received the Outstanding Teacher
countless strays and other .home- Award "in recognition of her commitment to enrich the lives of her
less animals.
"In my job and in my life," students and the community through
she said, "I believe that children, humane education."
the elderly and animals are the
Throughout her career, Hicks
most vulnerable ones in our soci- has taught her students respect and
ety. They often .do not have the compassion for others, including
ability to make the necessary choic- animals, as a part of her daily
es for their welfare, and it is up curriculum. A dedicated volunteer.
to us to help them."
as well, Hicks. now serves as the
In presenting the award, Humane contact person at North for the
Society President Kathy Hodge Humane Society's Adopt-A-Teacher
said, "We are pleased to recogl -IProgram.
nize someone as humane and carAlso honored for service to aniing as Debra. Her work on behalf mals and the community, Karen
of ts and -• .le sets a wonKrieb and Julie Wil-

Humanely
Speaking

RECOGNIZING NATIONAL TRIO DAY...Murray State University President Kern Alexander (seated) signed a proclamation recognizing National TRIO Day on MSU's campus. MSU
will be celebrating National TRIO Day Feb. 25. Shown with
Alexander are TRIO directors (from left) Myra Yates, Upward
Bound director; Karen McClain, AIMS director; and Velvet
Wilson, Student Support Services director. Not pictured is
Odelsia Torian, Educational Talent Search director.

National TRIO Day to
be celebrated Feb. 25
The Murray State University

TRIO programs will celebrate
National TRIO Day Feb. 25.
The staff in MSU's four programs will host a reception and
open house for participants, faculty, staff and high school personnel to show their appreciation
and support for the nation's TRIO
programs from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in
the TRIO building, located on 16th
St, adjacent to the National Scouting Museum.
Because access and retention
services are an essential component of the federal strategy to ensure
equal educational opportunity, Congress established the TRIO programs more than 35 years ago.
These programs enable Americans regardless of economic circumstance, race or ethnic background to successfully enter college and graduate.
TRIO programs are designed to
identify promising students, prepare them to do college level work,strengthen math and science skills,
provide tutoring and support services to students once they reach
campus and provide information •
on academic and financial aid
opportunities.
Currently, more than 1,200 colleges, universities and community
agencies host approximately 2,000
TRIO programs serving 780,000'
young people and adults.
The TRIO program at MSU
consists of four programs - Upward
Bound (UB), Student Support Services (SSS), Educational Talent
Search (ETS) and Adventures in
Math and Science (AIMS).
TRIO programs focus on helping ,students to further their educations. Funded /through the U.S.
Department of Education; the programs are a part of the division
of student affairs at MSU, headed by Dr. Don Robertson.
Upward Bound, Educational Talent Search and Adventures in Math
and Science are supervised by
,Mike Young. Bill Allbritten supervises Student Support Services.
Participants in each program
must meet the same federal criteria. The majority of participants
must ,demonstrate financial need
and/or be the children of parents
who did not receive bachelors
degrees from a college or university.
Educational Talent Search,
directed by Odelsia Torian, primarily serves students in grades
6-12 who have potential for education at the postsecondary level,
but who may not recognize or
understand their educational or
career opportunities and options.
The goal of ETS is early intervention to encourage students to
persist in school and graduate, and
enroll in a college or vocational/technical school of their choice.
Student Support Services, directed by Velvet Wilson, offers academic support services to Murray
State students to help them make
the most of their college careers.
Support services include tutoring,

personal and career development
workshops, academic advising and
financial aid counseling.
They also provide services and
accommodations such as test proctoring and recorded textbooks for
students with disabilities. SSS also
serves as a liaison between students and their instructors and
vocational rehabilitation counselors.
SSS students with academic need
who take advantage of the services offered receive the necessary
assistance they need when regk
tering for classes, improving academic standing and choosing a
career.
"They've helped me from the
beginning to register, to schedule,
to getInto- their program andaiv
a constant support since I haven't
been on campus in over 25 years,"
said Jean Self, an adult SSS participant and -MSU student.
Upward Bound, directed by
Myra Yates, serves high school
students--in--the- -Jackson-Purchaseand Trigg ;County areas. Upward
Bound preparek students for college by, offering opportunities that
help them develop academically,
culturally," socially and personally.
Upward Bound prepares high
school graduates for their entrance
into college with a summer program that allows them to familiarize themselves with campus and
concentrate, on ACT preparation,
seniors enroll in six
.Graduating
.
hours of college credit courses
(English and communication classes) that will transfer to the school
they plan to attend in the fall.
Adventures in Math and Science, directed by Karen McClain,
has, just recently been added to
the TRIO programs offered at
MSU.
This' prograrn is designed to
enhance math and science skills
of students by allowing 50 high
school students per year to participate in a six-week enrichment
camp. Participants must have a
desire to pursue a math or science career in the future.
Participants attend classes such
as Latin, literature and math in
the mornings. Afternoons are spent
on specific sciences such as physics,
geosciences, chemistry and biology, except Tuesdays, which are
reserved for travel to cultural or
educational activities.
"In many high schools surveyed,
there is no science lab and in others students do not have regular
access to them. AIMS is a real
advantage for them because if you
are going to have a science major,
you need to be familiar with a
lab when you come in (to college)," said McClain.
All of the TRIO programs work
closely together. It is possible for
students to benefit from all four
programs as they continue their educations from middle school to high
school and then on to college.
Students learn a great deal from
participation in each.program and
establish connections on the university campus,

DEBRA 10TH AND KATHY HODGE
son were recipients of the 1999 Cohen in presenting the awards.
Frank E. Blodgett Volunteer Award. "They consistently find time in
This award was renamed in their busy lives to use their tal1999 in. honor of the late Frank ents to help make this a better
Blodgett, who had worked for place for animals."
many years as a volunteer on
Nominations for the Keith M.
behalf of animal welfare and com- Heim Humanitarian Award are open
munity improvement'. It is pre- to the public all year. The selecsented to one or more volunteers tion for the 2000 award will be
who have given exceptional serv- made in October. Send nominaice to help animals throughout the tions and a paragraph or two of
year.
explanation along with your name,
"We are so fortunate to have address and phone number to
volunteers like Karen, Susan and Humane Society, PO Box 764,
Julie," said board member Kathy Murray, KY 42071.
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MEM N
MAKE
32357
36767
18258
83481
34578
75159
62390
65885
59346
63673
44086
23865
89337
65899

Chevy
Toyota
Nissan
Saturn
Pontiac
Pontiac
Pontiac
Ford
Chevy
Olds
Mercury
Pontiac
Buick
Buick

STOCK

YEAR

19252
17649
87261
82042
7372
51251
22143
61306
54322
52397
81822
49934
31020
34929
37013

98
98
97
98
96
98
98
96
94
98
98
98

MILES
Prizm
Corolla CE
Altima
SCI
Grand Am
Grand Am.
Grand Am
Taurus -Monte Carlo
Intrigue
Cougar
Bonneville
LeSabre Custom
LeSabre Custom

Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto

Green
White
Purple
Red
Red
Green
White
Tan
Pewter
Blue
Red
White
Silver
Wine

Auto
5-Spd
5-Spd
Auto
5-Spd
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
5-Spd
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto

Blue
White
Black
Red
Wine
Red
Red
Red
Wine
Green
Red
Red
Grey
White
Red/Tan

Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto

White
Red
Tan
Silver
White
White
Silver
White
White
Pewter
Sliver
White
Brown
White
Pewter

4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

18,xxx
26,=4

4,x)cx
17,)oo(
27,xxx
28,x)o4
28,nc(
9,xxx
21,xxx
15,,cxx
16,xxx
22,xxx
28,x)c<
22,x)c<

$11,988
$12,988
$12,988
$12,988
$13,088
$14,988
$14,988
$15,988
$15,988
$16,988
$18,988
$17,988
$18,988
$18,988

MAKE
GMC Sonoma, 2WD, Reg-Cob
GMC
S-15, R-Cab, 2WD
Ford
F-150, Reg-Cab
1/2 Ton W/T SWB
Chevy
Toyota
Reg Cab 4x4
Chevy 1/2, 2WD, RCab, WIT
Ford
F-150
Chevy
1/2, 2WD, RCab
Chevy
Dually, Utility Bed
Toyota
Tacoma, SR5, 4x4
Chevy Sil, 1/2, 2WD, E-Cab
Chevy 1/2, 4x4, ECab, Z-71
Chevy
1/2T, ECab, 2WD
Chevy
1/2T, ECab, 4x4, LT
Ford
1/2 Ton, E-Cab, 4x4

STOCK

MAKE

34742
36383
8287
97455
16588
20906
11731
22343
44956
24859
21533
28457
27653
7336
38294

Chevy
Chevy
GMC
Chevy
GMC
GMC
GMC
GMC
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
GMC
GMC
Chevy
GMC

Tracker, 4x4
Tracker
Safari
Astro
Safari
Satan
Safari
Safari
Astro Ext
Blazer, 2W0
Venture
Jimmy
Jimmy 4x4
Blazer 4x4
• Yukon LT, 4x4

4
4
6
6
4
6
8
8
4
8
8
8
8
8

18,xxx
34,xxx
34,xxx
23,xxx
20,rc<
20,xxx
22,x;o4
22.xxx
39,xxx
35,xxx
14,)oo(
20,xxx
19,xxx
18,xxx
1 4,xxx

$10,988
$12,988
$14,988
$14,988
$15,088
$16,988
$17,988
$17,988
$18,988
$21,988
$24,988
$25,983
$25,988
$27,988

4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8

9,)604
10,x)a
36,roc
27,xxx
29,xxx
24,xxx
24,xxx
16,k(x
19,xxx
23,xxx
18,xxx
23,xxx
24.xxx
29,xxx
32,xxx

$15,988
815,988
$16,988
$18,988
$18,988
$19,988
$18,988
$19,988
$19,988
$21.988
$21,988
$21,988
$22,988
$22,988
$29,988
ilt ALM"

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE FOR FAST REFUND,
'DIRECT DEPOSIT FOR EVEN FASTER REFUND."

Burkeen Bookkeeping]
6 Tax Service
t_

163 West Grove Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

753-6730

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs!

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtayloraldd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-2617

